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The Heavens No Longer
Belong Just to the Gods

fl

have never been to a launch. This may be as un-Floridian as
having never seen an alligator in the wild. I’ve thought
about driving over to the other coast, but I never seem to
know about a launch early enough to make plans. I guess
that I am one, of perhaps many, who wasn’t paying much attention
until recently, that is. Few of us could
to the news about space
miss those headlines about Mir, Mars and Cassini.
One morning a month ago I heard a loud bang outside my bed
room window. I thought my neighbor had run into the fence divid
ing our lawns, but there was nothing to be seen outside. I finally real
ized that the noise I heard was the sonic booms as the shuttle pre
pared for landing some 200 miles to the east of Tampa. Can you see
a launch from anywhere in Florida? I don’t know. I know I watched
the Challenger explosion through my car window in Tampa.
After those horrible deaths in 1986,
many of the authors in this issue of the
D
FORUM write, we turned our backs on
the space program because we could
*
not accept the failure of our technology.
We may also not have realized that in
order to propel people into space, we
had to place them on top of a ton of
explosives. We understood the risks
NASA Postcard
only afterward.
Marketplace, an American public radio economic series, recently
reported that more money has been earned from space films notably
the Star Wars movies than from all the products derived from the
technology of our federally-funded space program. Space is the topic
for this issue of the FORUM, not because of its economic impact, but
because we want to understand how to define ourselves now as a
part of a world larger than we knew or know, with life forms differ
ent from our own, with histories still to be written or found. The
heavens are no longer just a place for the gods.
Ben Bova writes that the "dreamers always come first." The writ
ers and artists of earlier years even earlier centuries have foretold
what science would find and what science would create. Facts with
out humanistic values are empty and so are values without facts. As
Edward Wenk writes in Tradeoffs: Imperatives of Choice in a High Tech
World, every salient technology raises ethical conditions. From a
humanities perspective, the most important principle in managing
our space exploration is the exercise of moral vision.
Jim Huchingson, another of the authors featured in this FORUM,
and a former NASA employee, is chairing a discussion group on
space that you can find at our Web site flahum.org.
Ann Henderson
-
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MISSION MUST PERILOUS
Risks? "You don’t dwell on that"

H

ill Nelson, a six-term Congressman, now Florida’s trea
surer and insurance commissioner, has a triple perspec
tive on the space program. He grew up on the Space
Coast in the 50s and 60s, represented the area in
Congress, and flew in space himself as a Congressmanastronaut 10 days before tIre Challenger accident.
Though Nelson shrugs off the periodic rumor that he
has been a candidate to run NASA, he is a close, and occasion
ally critical, follower of the program. He spoke with FORUM
editor Rick Edmonds in mid-October. Some of the material
here is treated in more detail in Nelson’s 1988 book Mission.
RE: You were not born in Melbourne but moved there at a
relatively young age, right?
BN: Yes, my father’s family had homesteaded on
what is now the Kennedy Space Center. The deed for 160
acres of land came from the government, and I guess it
was signed by President Wilson in 1917. 1 was born in
Miami, but that was after the Florida land-boom bubble
burst in ‘26. My father went to Miami and entered the
first law class at the University of Miami, and, when I
was born, they moved back to Melbourne.
RE: Do you have memories of it, when you were a kid, as
kind of a sandy, barely populated country-type place?
BN: Absolutely. AlA, I can well remember as a dirt
road. I can even remember the Eau Gallie Causeway as
being a wooden bridge. I can remember going north to
what is now Patrick Air Force Base and everything was
just solid palmettos. There was no development on the
beach at all.
RE: In the late 1950s once we got to Sputnik, things took
off pretty fast, right? And about that time is when you were in
high school?
BN: I was in Melbourne High School, and it was
quite an exciting place to be because the nation had been
4
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shocked to suddenly realize that the Russians were
ahead of us. That had a tremendous impact on us even in
high school. And in Melbourne High School we were for
tunate to have a nationally renowned educator, Dr. B.
Frank Brown, as principal. He started the idea of an
independent study program by having me and another
student, Allen Womack, as his first two guinea pigs. And
he basically turned us loose. Now Allen Womack is a
nuclear physicist and I am a politician.
RE: As I remember, the high school got itself written up
in Life magazine, and there was a lot of attention to it nation
ally.
BN: What Frank really knew how to do was attract
foundation money, so he didn’t even take a salary from
the school board. He took his salary from the foundation
money, and therefore he had some real independence.
And he knew how to attract attention. For example, he
got a national AP story when he asked me as a graduat
ing senior to also be the graduation speaker. He did that
because I was international president of Key Club
International, which is the Kiwanis-sponsored high
school service organization. That was one of those little
human interest things. He got a lot of interest all over the
country just on that. He had an office for me right across
the main hallway from his office. On my door it said
President of Key Club International.
RE: Was there a sense of national excitement and national
attention with presidential visits and parades down the street
through those years?
BN: I Remember in ‘57 it was Sputnik and in ‘58 we
put up Explorer. The nation had gone to Wernher von
Braun who was in Huntsville, Alabama, and he had this
rocket called the Redstone. This was after the Navy had
tried and tried the old Vanguard rocket and it kept
exploding on the pad. He said give me six months, and

in six months, he had our first satellite, Explorer, in orbit.
That was ‘58 and then we started the manned program.
I graduated in ‘60 and we put up in sub-orbit, Alan
Shepard and Gus Grissom, but the Russians surprised us
again. Without us knowing it they launched Gagarin, the
first human to orbit. And he orbited one orbit, three
weeks before we launched Alan Shepard.
Years later when I was on the floor of Congress, Tip
O’Neill motioned me over and said "Bffly,"
and this
is right after I had flown in space
he said "Bffly, I
want to tell you when I was a young Boston
Congressman, I was down at the White House with
President Kennedy. I’d never seen him so nervous. He
was just pacing and pacing back and forth like a cat on a
hot tin roof and I finally asked some of the staff ‘What is
wrong with the president?’ and they said that the count
is proceeding on Alan Shepard." And Kennedy was so
nervous because the entire prestige of the nation was on
the line since the Soviets had surprised us and put up
Gagarin successfully. And here we didn’t even have a
rocket powerful enough to get us into full orbit with the
Mercury space craft.
It was ten months later that we took the Atlas rocket
and put Glenn up for three or four orbits. There is an
interesting reason why we didn’t have the throw weight.
This all came out of the intercontinental balistic missile
program, and the Soviets did not have the sophistication
and the miniaturization to create hydrogen warheads
that were the size that we had. We had it down to 1,500
pounds. So we only had to develop a rocket that could
transfer intercontinentally to the Soviet Union that 1,500pound nuclear warhead. Whereas they had to create
much more powerful rockets in order to transfer their
payload. And so that paid off for them in that they got
into space, first, with Sputnik and, second, with Gagarin.
-

-

RE: Even though you were on your way to being a politi
cal person, not a nuclear physicist, you got a little space in
your blood when you were growing up there?
BN: Sure, all of us did. We knew the names of the
astronauts. Even though we might not have had any
kind of interaction with them as kids, clearly in that part
of the country we were pretty excited about it.
RE: Let’s reel ahead in time to when you got to be an
astronaut yourself. Am I right in remembering that you were
one of three civilians including Senator Cam and teacher
Christa McAuliffe who came into the astronaut training pro
gram and then got to fly?
BN: You can’t classify Jake Cam and me in the same
category as civilians with the teacher. That was a sepa
rate deal. What actually happened was, in the early ‘80s
NASA declared the space shuttle operational, which
was really a misnomer: it was never operational; it was
always experimental. But they decided they were going
to fly people other than the professional full-time astro
nauts. The first ones they reached out to were the scien
tists or engineers from private companies. The best illus
tration of that is Charlie Walker from the McDonnell
Douglas Corporation who flew on the space shuttle
three times. Today we still have scientists from universi
WINTER
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ties who are not full-time professional astronauts but
who are flying many times.
Then NASA decided that it wanted to expand that.
They thought of this teacher-in-space program but con
currently they decided to give the chairmen of the two
respective space committees, one in the Senate and one
in the House, the opportunity. They first decided on
Cam. It was a Republican administration. And once they
decided on Cam, and he flew, then they said well why
not fly the chairman from the House who happens to be
a Democrat. And that’s when I had the opportunity. 1
conducted 12 medical experiments, the primary of which
was protein crystal growth. It was sponsored by the
Comprehensive Cancer Center at the University of
Alabama at Birmingham. I had the option of selecting
the experiments that I wanted to do. I did that and the
first American stress test in space. I ran for forty minutes
on a treadmill. So I’ve run half-way around the world!
We were scrubbed the first four times and on the fifth
time, almost a month later, we launched. The fact was
not lost on me in that early morning darkness as all the
crew had already climbed into the spacecraft and I’m the
last one to get in
which was by design
I’m there on
that launch tower looking over that darkness and just
four miles away is where my grandparents homesteaded
back in 1915.
-

-

RE: This was at a time just a few weeks before the
Challenger launch. Your space flight was delayed several
times, if not for cold weather, at least on a day when it was ter
ribly cold. A couple questions about that. One was whether
your own sense was of great potential danger and that you
were sitting on explosives? Or had it happened so many times
and gone so smoothly that it was like riding on an airplane?
BN: Well, the crew clearly understood the risk.
However, it is something that you do not allow yourself
to dwell on. Therefore, any fear that might arise, you just
stuff it down. I remember, for example, the actual night
before the day we launched we were all in the sauna try
ing to get relaxed so we could get to bed. Our comman
der was actually talking to us about what we would do if
we lost our main engines. If you lose one main engine,
you’re going to have enough height and velocity to make
the emergency landing across what they call transatlantic
abort. If you loose two engines, you’re in the drink. So he
was telling us what we would do. Now after Challenger,
they have completely redone their configuration and
they can actually bail out if they can get the orbiter in a
controlled descent. There are no ejection seats so they
have a telescopic pole after you blow the hatch and as
you jump out it will take you out over the wing. Back
then we didn’t have that and we knew that we were in
the drink. So he was going to tell us what he was going
to do in case any of us survive the impact in the watet
Although all of us knew the reality that if you land a
fully loaded space craft with a cargo payload bay full of

6
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satellites, the impact of the water is going to bring them
all coming forward, crushing into the crew compartment.
So we knew there was little chance. But you don’t dwell
on that.
Each of our four scrubs, had we launched, would
have been a very bad day. Our first scrub, December
19th, there was a malfunction in a sensor that said that
there was a malfunction in a nozzle of one of the solid
rocket boosters, and it automatically shut it down. What
everybody didn’t realize until after Challenger is that
morning it was also 42° as compared to the 36° that
Challenger launched in.
The second launch attempt, we were stopped with 31
seconds when an alert supervisor noticed that one of the
locks lines was too cold and took it upon himself to stop
the count. When they went in, they found out what had
happened was that someone had overridden the comput
er. As a result we had drained 18,000 pounds of liquid
oxygen out of the fuel tank. Had we launched 31 seconds
later, in the words of John Young who was the Daddy
astronaut at the time, we wouldn’t have had enough fuel
to get to orbit.
The third time we had a scrub for what, I remember,
was unacceptable weather in Africa or Spain, the two
transatlantic abort sites. We were scrubbed on that day.
Then, when they detanked, they found that a tempera
ture probe had broken off of the ground support equip
ment, flowed through the liquid oxygen locks line, then
stuck in a prevalve in front of one of the main engines.
Had we launched on that particular day, everything
would have been fine for the 8-1/2 minutes to orbit. But
on orbit, one of the three engines would not have shut
off. And again, to use John Young’s description at the
time, it would have blown the end of the shuttle to
smithereens. That was number three.
Number four: this time it’s the 10th of January and
we go out to the pad at four o’clock in the morning in a
driving Florida rainstorm. At nine o’clock in the morn
ing, they call off the launch because the rainstorm had
now turned into a Florida lightning storm. That was the

Congressman Bill Nelson and
the crew of the shuffle
Columbia in orbit, January
1986: clockwise from upper
left Bob Cenker, Nelson, Pilot
Charlie Bolden, Commander
Hoot Gibson, Pinky Nelson,
Franklin Chang-Diaz and Steve
Hawley. Two weeks later,
Challenger would explode on
takeoff killing all aboard.

z

only time I saw worry on the face of my fellow crew
members, as we were sifting there waiting for them to
come get us, and the lightning is flashing through the
spacecraft windows, and we’re sitting there on top of all
that liquid hydrogen.
Two days later, on the fifth try, January 12, we
launched into an almost flawless six-day mission to
return January 18, and then to have Challenger blow up
just ten days lateL
RE: And your reactions when that happened?
BN: I had been through the debrief in Houston and
had gone back to Washington because Congress was in
session and voting.
I gathered our congressional staff around the TV. so
that I could explain to them what was happening on the
countdown. And of course it was the far away view, not
the closeup view that we saw later. So it was not imme
diately apparent, but it’s interesting how my mind did
not want to accept what my eyes were seeing. And I
remember when the staff suddenly disappeared and I
was in there alone. I went back in my bathroom and I
got down on my knees and I said "Why was I spared?"
RE: The sequel on the Challenger, of course, was a long
investigation of what went wrong with the machine itself and
with the procedures. That was a blow to the prestige of the
space program for years. But to leap ahead, do you feel that we
have come out of that successfully now? This has been a big
year for space, all of a sudden, after some quiet years.
BN: Yes, we have come out of that, and I’m very
proud of NASA and very proud of the space program.
There are technical reasons as to why Challenger blew
up, but the real reason was the arrogance that had set in
at NASA and the lack of communication. The communi
cation was much more prevalent from the top down
than from the bottom up. Literally, it was that lack of
communication that caused the destruction of
Challenger.
There were two engineers at Morton Thiokol in Utah

who were begging their superiors to have the count
stopped. The night before it had become so frigid at the
Cape, it had gotten down to 25° though it was 36° at
launch, because they didn’t launch until 11 the next
morning. The engineers were saying don’t launch
because of the stiffening of the 0-rings. Yet that was
never communicated by their superiors at Morton
Thiokol. Nor did the managers of the shuttle program in
Huntsville, Alabama, ever specifically inquire.
Other people were concerned and reached out to
others. For example, NASA called a former head of the
shuttle program, Rocco Fetrone. He was employed by
Rockwell at the time. His answer came back something
about I cannot say that it is not safe. It was an ambigu
ous answer or at least it was transmitted that way. Then
just to make matters worse, the coup de grace was that
the NASA administrator, Jim Beggs, had been indicted
by the US attorney for something that had happened ten
years earlier. Subsequently, he was completely exonerat
ed. He was still in his office because he thought it was
going to end up being a matter of a months to clear his
name, but it ended up taking two years. So he was still
in his office, but he was not administrator. There was a
deputy administrator, acting administrator, who never
had a familiarity with the program. Jim Beggs is sitting
there looking at all those icicles on the TV monitor, and
he’s calling the Cape to try to get them to stop the count,
And they will not take his call because he is no longer
the administrator.
RE: Some people were saying around that time that many
of us might, within a few decades, be up there traveling in
space. How far away in time do you think some version of that
is for people who want to do what you were able to do?
BN: First of all, in our lifetime, I think we will see an
international crew from planet Earth go to planet Mars.
Either before or concurrently, we will see a colony on the
Moon and we will probably see not only scientific obser
vation experiments but we may even get to the mining
of Helium 3 and transporting it back to Earth for energy
production.
What your question suggests is will the ordinary cit
izen be able to go up. I don’t see that anytime soon.
Because space life is inherently risky, and it’s also very
expensive. As a practical matter, there will be many
more humans who will go. It will not be available to the
whole world.
RE: But by the same token, you see the momentum of
manned exploration as deferred, but not dead?
BN: I don’t even really see it deferred. I think it will
progress, and I think it will be concurrent with
unmanned exploration. Because there is clearly a reason
for both, both will progress. I also think it will be a pageone story some day when we receive some kind of com
munication, some kind of intelligent message from
somewhere in the universe. Maybe not just like in the
movie this summer’s Contact. But the universe is so
huge, it is very unlikely there aren’t intelligent beings
out there. U
WINTER
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ike all great human
endeavors, the huni.an
exp ansion into
space began with dreams,
‘with a vision of a future in
w’hich humankind has spread
its seed among the stars. The
dreamers al’ways come first.

For me, the vision of space flight began in the l940s,
when I was a schoolchild, during a class trip to the Fels
Planetarium. Raised in the narrow streets of South
Philadelphia, I knew nothing of astronomy You could hard
ly see a star in the scant slice of city sky between the rows of
houses. We were ushered into a strange round room with
the huge, almost-eerie planetarium projector in its middle.
The lights slowly dimmed, then went out altogether. I had
never experienced real darkness before; no street lamps, no
night glow of any kind penetrated the utter black.
Then they turned on the stars. And I got turned on, too.
For the first time in my young life I got a vision of the real
world out there beyond the limits of Earth. The course of my
life changed at that moment. The stars drew me to them.

WINTER.
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I began to haunt the planetarium
on my own, and the science museum
it was part of: the Franklin Institute.
Gradually I began to learn some
astronomy. I even found that there
were dreamers who believed that one
day human explorers might reach out
toward the stars.
That’s how I discovered science
fiction.
I was not alone in that dream of
space
or that love of science fiction.
Every man who has walked on the
Moon began his quest by reading sci
ence fiction as a youngsteit
In those days
the 1940s
"fly
ing to the Moon" was used as a
metaphor for the impossible. "Harry
Truman has as much chance of being
re-elected," I heard in 1948, "as we
have of flying to the Moon." Truman
won the election, and 21 years later
Americans were putting boot prints
on the dusty lunar surface.
Science fiction helped to pave the
way.
Very few people read science fic
tion in those days. Despite the shatter
ing surprise of the atomic bomb and
the fact that rockets were reaching the
unheard-of altitude of 100 miles, sci
ence fiction was a genre that com
manded a small audience, at best.
But some of its aficionados were
influential. One of them was the film
maker George Pal, who produced in
1950 Destination Moon. The movie was
a runaway success, the Star Wars of its
era. Crowds lined up for blocks to see
its realistic depiction of what a voyage
to the Moon might actually be like.
Destination Moon owed its success,
in large part, to the work of two artists
who were well known in the science
fiction genre: writer Robert A.
Heinlein
and painter
Chesley
Bonestell.
Heinlein, the dean of American
science fiction writers, specialized in
realistic fiction about the future. He
followed the dictum of science fic
tion’s greatest editor, John W.
Campbell Jr., who demanded from his
writers stories that seemed to be torn
from the headlines of the next century
Bonestell was already famous as
the father of astronautical art. He
painted realistic pictures of other
worlds: the Moon, Mars, Jupiter and
-

-

-
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its many moons, in some cases worlds
that existed only in a writer’s imagi
nation. Yet even in his imaginary
images he used the best available
astronomical knowledge and an engi
neering draftsman’s discipline and
precision.
Destination Moon showed the
large, movie-going audience that trav
eling to the Moon was within the
realm of practical possibility. It pre
pared the public’s mind for the idea
that space travel was no longer fantas
tic, "Buck Rogers" stuff.
It helped the rest of the nation
and the world
catch up to the place
where science fiction’s small but elite
audience already was.
So it has gone for most of this cen
tury: science fiction tales have exam
ined every conceivable aspect of the
future, from nuclear power to cloning
human beings, from population over
crowding to ecological disastet
In my own work, I have predicted
the space race of the 1960s, cloning,
the Strategic Defense Initiative a.k.a.
"Star Wars", virtual reality, electronic
book publishing, international peace
keeping forces, the discovery of ice on
the Moon, and more.
-

-

oday, although sci
ence fiction’s read
ing audience has
grown greatly, it is
still relatively small,
especially compared to
the vast viewing audi
ence for so-called science-fiction films.
"Sci-fi flicks," like Men in Black or the
Star Trek series, however, bear llttle
relation to published science fiction.
With rare exceptions, today’s "sci-fi"
films and TV shows are based on
comic strip ideas, not the kind of sci
ence fiction that got us to the Moon.
They have about as much to do with
real science fiction
and real science
as Popeye does to naval history
Yet serious science fiction certain
ly remains influential. For several gen
erations now, there has been an intri
cate and intimate feedback loop going
between scientific research and sci
ence fiction. Researchers discover new
knowledge, new understandings of
how the universe behaves. Science fic
tion writers use that knowledge in
-

-

new stories. And youngsters are
inspired by the stories they read to
pursue careers in science, where they
begin to achieve still-newer under
standings.
One of the top computer software
firms calls itself U.S. Robotics, a name
originated in Isaac Asimov’s robot
tales of the 1940s and ‘50s. The late
Carl Sagan discovered his fascination
with the search for life on Mars when,
as a child, he read Edgar Rice
Burroughs’ vivid adventures set on
the red planet. The entire commurtica
tions satellite industry is based on the
writings of Arthur C. Clarke; the 24hour geostationary orbit is known as
the Clarke Orbit.
Science fiction is concerned with
the real world, more than any other
branch of contemporary llterature. If
you think of science fiction as
escapism, think of Asimov’s dictum:
"Science fiction is escape
into reali
ty."
Because it deals with science and
the technologies that spring from sci
entific research, science fiction has the
-

-

ci

Chesley Bonestell’s paintings foretold the future. Both "Assembly of Space Ships in Earth Orbit Preparatory
to Launch to Lunar Orbit 1953, opening spread pages 8 & 9 and "Saturn from Moon, Minias" 1944,
above were ahead of their time and quite realistic as predictions of space travel. Bonestell was also involved
in the classic 1950s movie Destination Moon still, below.
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capability of dealing with the most
powerful driving engines of modern
society: science and technology
Other forms of literature either
ignore science and technology alto
gether or show an active distrust of
them. The subject matter of science fic
tion is how scientific advances and
technological breakthroughs change
the lives of individuals and the course
of whole societies.
However, not every book in the
"SF" sections of book stores is truly
science fiction. In the modem market
place of publishing, the term "SF"
actually covers an enormously wide
range of subject material, from the
meticulously-crafted alien worlds of
Hal Clement to the galloping barbar
ian swordsmen of Robert Howard to
the wizards and gnomes of Terry
Brooks. The motley mix included in
the broadest definition of the category
leads some to condescend to it. Those
who don’t know science fiction may
dismiss the genre as a step cousin to
real literature, a half-step up the peck
ing order from bodice-busting
romance.
That is why many practitioners of
SF prefer to use the term "speculative
fiction" rather than "science fiction." I
deal with that portion of SF that is
truly science fiction. Therefore, a defi
nition is in order:
When I say "science fiction," I
mean fiction in which some element of
future science or technology is so integral to the tale that the story would
collapse if the science or technology
element were removed from it.
The archetype of such fiction is
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. Take
away the scientific element and the
story collapses of its own weight.
There is no story without the science.
How does this make science fic
Lion different from other fields of liter
ature? Is science fiction inherently better, more worthwhile, than other
kinds of fiction? Or does its preoccu
pation with science and technology
doom science fiction to being inher
ently inferior to other forms?
There are two major differences
between science fiction and all other
forms of literature.
The first, of course, is the subject
matter. To the uninitiated, it might
seem that focusing on science or tech
nology would be terribly limiting for
an author of fiction. Yet just the oppo
site is true. For science is an open door

reatneri

Ti.j

to the universe, and technology can be
the magic carpet to take us wherever
we wish. Properly used, science and
technology are the great liberators that
allow the imagination to roam the
length and breadth of eternity.
Human beings are explorers by
nature. The descendants of curious
apes, we have something in us that
thrills at new vistas, new ideas. By
using scientific knowledge to build the
background for their stories, sciencefiction writers can take us to places no
human eye has yet seen. The excite
ment of discovery what science-fiction
aficionados call "the sense of wonder,"
is both primal and primary in science
fiction.
John W. Campbell Jr., most influ
ential of science-fiction editors, fondly
compared science fiction to other
forms of literature in this way: He
would spread his arms wide and he
had long arms and declaim, "This is
science fiction! All the universe, past,
present and future." Then he would
hold up a thumb and forefinger about
half an inch apart and say
"This is all other kinds of
fiction."
All the other kinds of fiction
restrict themselves to the here and
now, or to the known past. All other
forms of fiction are set here on Earth,
under a sky that is blue and ground
that is solid beneath your feet. Science
fiction deals with all of creation, of

THE COMIC STRIP
IDEAS OF
NUMEROUS ‘ALIEN’
FILMS ARE NOTHING
LIKE THE REAL
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which our Earth and our time is mere
ly a small part. Science fiction can
vault far into the future or deep into
the past. In my own work I have writ
ten stories of interstellar adventure
and of time-travelers who go back to
the age of the dinosaurs.
Is this mere tinsel, nothing more
than cheap stage props to make a dull
story look more interesting? I think
not. The best works of fiction are those
in which the human heart is tested to
its limits. We write fiction, and read it,
to learn about ourselves. By stretching
the artist’s canvas from one end of the
universe to the other, by spreading it
through all of time itself, science fic
tion allows the artist to test the human
heart in crucibles of new and tougher
make, in fires hotter than anything
planet Earth can provide.

a

t the core of every good
science fiction tale is a
story of human emotion,
just as in any good story of
any type. In science fiction,
though, the characters may
not always look human; they
may be tentacled alien creatures or
buzzing, clanking robots. Yet they will
act as humans do, if the story is to be
successful.
The second difference between fic
tion in general and science fiction is
the latter’s relationship to the real
world around us. While pretending to

amuse us with stories of the future, the
best science fiction stories are really
examining facets of the world that we
live in today I have often said that no
one actually writes about the future;
writers use futuristic settings to throw
stronger highlights on the problems
and opportunities of today
The assumptions here are that: 1
science and technology are the driving
forces in modern society; and 2
because science fiction deals with sci
ence and technology it can
and
often dges
have something impor
tant to say to its readers.
More than that. In the best of sci
ence fiction stories, the scientific ele
ment can be used as a metaphor that
reaches into the heart of the human
condition.
In Frank Herbert’s Dune, for
example, the desert world of Arrakis is
carefully presented as a metaphor for
the environment of Earth. At one level
of this complex novel, Herbert is
telling his readers, subconsciously,
subliminally, not only that human
actions can change the nature of an
entire planet, but that these changes
will have effects that will be both good
and bad, simultaneously inescapably.
Heinlein touched on this truth in
The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress. His
phrase TANSTAAFL, "There ain’t no
such thing as a free lunch," is actually
a slang restatement of the Second Law
of Thermodynamics. You can’t get
something for nothing; never, no time.
The universe just is not built that way,
and we human beings are part of the
universe, like it or not.
Clarke’s 2001: A Space Odyssey
one of the rare examples of excellent
science fiction movie-making, thanks
to Stanley Kubrick speaks to
humankind’s relationship with our
tools, and asks whether our increas
ingly sophisticated technology makes
us more human or less.
Cyril Kornbluth’s "The Marching
Morons" takes a sociological observa
tion
poor people have more babies
than rich people
and extrapolates
this into a ghastly future that is becom
ing truer with each passing day
I can give a more detailed expla
nation of how deeply science/technol
ogy is used by referring to one of my
own works, The Kinsman Saga.
-

-

-

-
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AMERTOAN INTERNATIONAL

A creature from Invasion of the Saucer Men 1957, facing page. Bonestell’s vision of the "Exploration of Mars" 1953, above does differ some
from the robotic Pathfinder mission of 1997.

The central science/technology
idea in this novel is the possibility of
building satellites that can shoot
down ballistic missiles. The tale began
in this way:
In the 1960s I was employed at a
research laboratory where the first
high-power lasers were invented. I
helped to arrange a Top Secret briefing
in the Pentagon in early 1966 to reveal
to the Department of Defense that
such lasers existed. It quickly became
apparent that high-power lasers,
placed in satellites, could someday
shoot down nuclear-bomb-carrying
ballistic missiles within minutes of
their being launched.
I had been a published science-fic
tion author for nearly ten years. I cast
this very real technological break
through into a novel set in the last
month of the year 1999.
Its central figure is an astronaut
who realizes that if the small band of
Americans and Russians living on the
Moon dare to take control of their
respective nations’ anti-missile satel
lites, they can enforce a lasting peace
on the world.
Science as metaphor. By creating a
fictitious but technically plausible
Moonbase, I was able to place the piv
otal characters in isolation, away from
the world yet in daily communication
with it. At such a distance from Earth,
in the dangerously hostile lunar envi
ronment, both Americans
and
Russians see clearly the necessity to
cooperate rather than fight. By postu

lating a technological means of enforc
ing peace, I was able to emphasize the
central political problem of our age:
national governments do not want to
give up their right to make war. And
more. The novel shows that the tools
for war can also be used as tools for
peace. The tools are morally neutral.
The people are not.
The entire story hinges on the per
sonality of the American astronaut,
Chester A. Kinsman. Like so many sci
ence-fiction protagonists, he becomes
a Messiah figure, with all that that
entails.
In the mid-1970s such a story was
science fiction. Later it became the
stuff of newspaper headlines: the
Strategic Defense Initiative, SDI, "Star
Wars." And the central issue of this
new technology has been precisely the
same as the central issue of the novel:
will this new tool be used for peace
making or war-making?
Yet to this day no novelist outside
the science-fiction field has attempted
a serious work on this subject. Nor
will they, because they do not have the
interest, or knowledge, that sciencefiction writers have. Only when the
technology of SDI is as commonplace
as nuclear weapons or corporate
takeovers will "straight" writers begin
to explore the subject. If then.
Science fiction writers can be
thought of as scouts who ride up
ahead into the future and bring back
reports of what lies there, warnings of
danger or thrilling descriptions of

wonderful opportunities.
Based on known science but
extrapolating into the unknown, sci
ence fiction has the power to illumi
nate and excite men and women who
want to create the future: the scientists
and engineers who shape our tomor
rows.
That is why Alvin Toffler recom
mended science fiction as the antidote
to "future shock." Very little that has
happened in the 20th century was not
written about in science fiction. All the
major thrusts of the century
world
wars, nuclear power, biomedical won
ders, space flight, civil rights, decolo
nization, the computer revolution,
and more
have been examined in
great detail in science fiction, decades
before they reached general public
awareness.
Science fiction, then, is truly the
literature of change.
When the first human explorers set
foot on Mars, when men and women
build cities on the Moon, when we
send probes and eventually people out
to the stars, we will be following the
trail blazed by science fiction stories.
And we will find new tales to tell, for
the frontier of human endeavor is
always out there, beckoning to the sto
ryteller and the scientist alike. U
-

-

Ben Bova’s most recent novel is
Moonrise, which shows how people will
live and work on the Moon in the near
future. A former editor of Omni maga
zine, he lives in Naples.
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BY ANDREA BRUNAIS
pace was everything to me
my’
first separation ‘from my father as a
baby, my first brush with sexism as
a middle-school student, my first
experience as a teenager seeing a grown man
cry. Mostly space was the reason my entire
life turned upside down in 1963 at the age of
nine when I found ‘myself plunked down in
a new neighborhood off AlA just a mile
from the’ beach. Here the Brunais ship had
landed: a stay-at-home mom,six kidsand an
engineer fatber who drove north along the
Atlantic Ocean every day to test aid prepare
for launch the engines ‘that would hurl rock
ets into space.

S

My father’.s fascination with machines along
with his belief that science could take you anywhere
resulted in makeshift devices designed to make life
easier. Usually lifeonJy became more strangely inter
esting. We kids were born when dads were banned
from the delivery room But Pop was always outside
in the hallway, sticking his arm into the sterile room
with a microphone at the precise momen,t to record
our first cries. When I was a young teen, he rigged
up a motor to a bicycle; then he took it apart because
his post-invention checking found that I couldn’t

putt-putt down Marion Street without a license.
To further illustrate his left-brain orientation:
once I borrowed’his car to go to Cocoa Beach and ran
out of gas on AlA three miles from the house. Pop
was sure something must be wrong with the car
because he always calculated how far he could go on
the remaining fuel. So when he arrived at’the scene,
the first thinghe did was check nder the hood and
assess various parts, as I sat there, a bored 16-year-old
wondering what it would take tomake my father
believe the car was OUT OF GAS. Finally he got his
records from the glove compartment and did a series
of calculations. The bottom line: Pop’s sheepish
smile. Only through mathematical demonstration
could he accept shat common sense and the gas
gauge had already told me.
Engineers, like astronauts, have the right stuft
They operate on logic and proof. Maybe that’s thy I
became a journalist, a profession with a cardinal rule:
"If your mother says she loves you, check it out."
Dad loved his work, and so did all the other men.
There was just one woman on their launch team, a
24-year-old black woman who was such a rarity that
Chrysler sent out PR photos calling her "the First’
*Lady of Space," showing her standing next to the
Saturn I B/Skylab launch vehicle. To the engineers
who commuted from Satellite Beach or Melbourne to
the Cape, it was neyer just a job. Their missions were
the stuff of Tom Swift, Jules Verne and the Wright
brothers all rolled into one. Meanwhile my mother
would put a damper on things, complaining about the
Florida heat and saying nothing in the world could
prompt her to sit atop a thousand tons of TNT and let
it explode beneath het That was her description of a
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launch. It was fun, being the daughter of a space sci
* entist and, maternally, a long line of English teachers.
We had made one other stop along the way from
Detroit to the Space Coast
Huntsville, Ala. My
father preceded us there, involved in preliminary
research. Years later I learned he was one of the elite
the civil service people, military personnel and
prime contractor experts working for Wernher. von
Braun. Left behind for a time, my mother acquired
less-fond memoi’ies. She mowed the lawn* and tended
*to things in the Michigan house, fresh from the birth
of thesister after me.
Back in Detroit, Pop had fervently waited for the
call as he worked on the mundane militarizing of the
rocket. Finally, his employer,. Chrysler Corp.,
embraced space. Like the other frontier families in
Bresrard County, we bought a house and dug in as
much as you could dig into sand, peopling a land
scape that belotiged mostly to crabs, rattlesnakes and
armadillos. All of this was before Walt Disney
launched Ms Orlando empire, even before Al
Neuharth launched the Today paper in Cocoa, the
newspaper that was the area’s first real daily and the
pilot for USA Today.
-
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For a full year I wore short sleeves to the bus stop
while the other kids shivered in the cold. Then my
blood thinned,and I wasjusf like the other Florida
kids. Many of us had Cape connections. Except for
Patrick Air Force Base, the Harris plant and a few
small real-estate concerns, Brevard didn’t boast a
whole lot of activity. The beaches were blessedly
empty much of the time, and our bus driver was
obliging enough to swing into one of the parking lots
each afternoon so the kids could check the surf. Most
*days the waves were mediocre, but sOmetimes they
were great, and when a hurricane approached they
frothed to six feet and higher.
I’m sorry to* say that, like any worldly wise kid, I
sooii grew so blase about the space shots that I would
rather stay in bed than get up for liftoffs that inter
fered with my sleep. "Get up!" my mother Would
call, suddenly caught up in the magic. *"A missile’s
going up!" We never had to drive elsewhere for a
view because our backyard was a great vantaSe point.
Predawn shots were a circle of light arcing skyward
like the fattest, most pure fireworks finale. If ‘Pop had
worked on the missile, he would be on the scene at
the VAB building. The engineers all slept on top of
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work benches and desks throughout the night, as the
moment drew near.
He worked on neat-sounding projects: Redstone,
Jupiter A through C, the Saturn, the Men-in-Space
Mercury program.
My mqm’s lob might have actually been harder;
In those days, tearing happy well-adjusted children
was supposed to be the greatest accomplishment of a
woman. Women who worked and whose children
didn’t conform were always blamed because they
didn’t stay home. In bad times women who worked
were chastised because they were taking work away

froth men.
But nothing could have prepared her for the

move to Florida. Pop’s long hours sometimes extend
ed into 24-hour shifts Meanwhile, my morn never
missed a week without spending hours in the doc
tor ‘s office ‘because there were six of us, and one was
always sick.
Money was pretty good for the engineers, so
many adults drank, overspent and indulged in loose
living. This being the ‘60s, kids were protesting,
rebelling and pushing the bounds of freedom. Some
adults got caught up in the lifestyle themselves.
Drugs were everywhere. So it was tough for Mother,
trying to set some limits on freedom, influence behav
ior, instill values, manners and morals, discourage
extravagant spending and stress the need for taking
school seriously. Mothers were the ones who took all
the flak from the kids and were blamed for all the
kids’ problems.
Most of the men, my dreamy laid-back Pop less
so than others, had an inflated sense of their impor
tance because of their jobs. They considered them
selves above the budgeting and coping the mothers
had to do. Still, my mother had to confine her reach
for the stars to taking night courses and Writing poet
ry about it.
‘My father s most exciting assignment was the
SkyLab program. Only with deep regret did he leave
the Space Coast, returning to Detroit midway through
the third and final launch of the SkyLab crew to the
orbiting SkyLab. ln1973, he was forced to embrace
work on car engines that was surer than space or lose
pension benefits built up over a career.
Pop’s launch team Would disband after the final
flight of the Apollo program, which took years of
work building toward the mid-1970s launch. It was
the first spaceflight in which different nations sent up
spacecraft to dock in space. In July 1975, a U.S. Apollo
spacecraft carrying a crew of three -‘Thomas P.
Stafford, Vance D. Brand and Donald K. Slayton
docked with a Russian Soyuz spacecraft with its crew
of two.
For Pop and his Chrysler team, this was the end
of the story. Years of hopes and sweat, tears and
dreams, years of painstaking preparation, of building
-

and testing parts, of returning to the drawing board,
of hoping to hear the famous countdown end in the
announcer’s excited, "It’s a go!"
all of that culmi
nated in a mission that lasted lust nine days, 7 hours
and 28 minutes.
A nanosecond was all it took to reduce my friend
Max’s father, another space prbgramer, to a bowed
head and wet tears. Max and I were in her family
room watching the Armstrong-Aldrin afternoon walk
on the moon.
For us it was routine. Hadn’t the newscasters
been predicting it for months? And writers from
Verne to Robert A. Heinlein had been hypothesizing
the moon landing forevet So mission accomplished,
already. But for Max’s father, landing on the moon
meant mankind had changed in some fundamental,
profound way. It was the middle of the day. We did
n’t know whether the other men had cried at their
workplaces.’
-

f you felt bad when Princess Diana died,,mul
*tiply that feeling a thousandfold and you’ll
know how space families of Brevard County
felt when Gus Grissom, Edward White II and
Roger B. Chaffee died on the launch pad in a
I
command module filled with fire and smoke. Years
later when the Challenger crew died I was in Tampa
watching the sky. I was pushing my daughter around
our neighborhood in a stroller and composing poetry
when I looked up and saw the wispy white chaotic
clouds of the explosion. Even before turning on the
news I knew whet must have happened.
There was no question after either disaster that
the quest would go on.
Satellite High School is my alma mater. But dur
ing middle-school, I attended a Catholic school on the
mainland. High-tech excitement rippled throughout
the school when it was announced that a missiletracking program would be designed and executed by
a selectgroup of the best students in math and sci
ence. A couple of suspenseful weeks passed while it
was decided whether girls would be allowed. If so, a
tiny girl named Gail Ricard who everybody knew
was the smartest kid in the school and I were to be
invited to join. Ultimately the powers that be decreed
the project to be boys-only. Just as space was some* thing our fathers did, missile-tracking was’ something
our male classmates did. Two boys with lower scores
than Gail’s and min were let in. To have the Right
Stuff, you first had to be the Right Sex.
The eyes of the nation were on Brevard County as
* public schools became places where President Lyndon
Johnson celebrated the grand national ambition JFK
had launched. I remember most of us teenagers as
myopid, caught up as we were, in the identity crises
of adolescence and trying to keep up with the original
flower children who were our older brothers and sis
WtNTER
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Successive Saturns snraled to the Sun,

Minutemen created minuets,
ters. ‘The Vietnam War was going
strong and everyone wore black armApollo set the galaxy as one
bands on appointed days. Too, drugs
were sweeping across high school
Celestial stage for bigh tech pirouettes
campuses, hitting Satellite High
School in a big way. One day six stu
Prom ten to seven, six the launch is GO
dents’collapsed in various classes after
ingesting something called "reds."
Our tarantism has no Oure-we waltz
National media "picked it up, but my
principal forbade me, the newspaper
To frantic fiddles’ tunes, the smooth and slow
‘
editor, from writing about it.
Football players and cheerleaders
Adao is much too sweet, teo false
formed one group. Their popular’
opposites, ‘freaks," wore fringed
The lords of dance command a grand jete,
* suede and, challenged authority. I fit
firmly in the ‘second camp, engaging
The vapors hang in white suspended spring,
in mildly subversive acts such as
founding the Ecology Club. So many
As life’s great miscued Sun ‘Dance slips áwar,,
students were sons and daughters of
engineers that a member of either
ToJwhirling Toteptanz, tile final fling..;
* group could be a nerd or a geek and it
"S
would be no big deal. Satellite High
We thrust ahead at warp speed lest we see
-a
School produced eight National Merit
The meanlng"jzi the choreography.
Scholars and I attended college with
Chrysler picking up my tuition.
‘Thanks, launch team!
I can’t say I would have gone into
-Andrea’ Brtnls’:,:
rocket science if I hadn’t been banned
from the grade school missle-tracking,
project on account of being a girl. I
thought ‘those societal messages were
unimportant. I was so’ determined to
set my own course, I laughed when
rocket engines to serve astronauts and toward test
my high school math teacher said if I were a boy
ing car engines for consumers. I stayed in Florida,
he’d suggest I go ‘into nuclear physics but, as I was
as did my older brother,"whose life was also
n’t, he didn’t know’ what to say. Maybe I only
changed by our’ southward migration. He had
thought it was funny because I had already decided
become an avid surfet’- embracing the beach-bum
to go’into newspapers. Maybe that slapping’down,
lifestyle, as my mother put it and he vowed he
in truth, steered me away from the work of explor
would never leave the coast. Only putting him in
ing the galaxy. I was a student at the University of
Florida Air Academy that ‘last year got hint to gradu
South Florida when the space race lost its luster and
ate from high school, in her estimatidn.
Chrysler and the other companies began transferring
I still believe’in space exploration, though I
or laying off, their engineers.
oppose the manned variety because I think we can
Pop wanted to stay till the end of the SkyLab
use robots to learn all we need to, know I ‘know that
and Apollo-Soyuz programs but his boss in Detroit
for my father, work on the space race provided the
would not hold the Motor City engineering position
glory years., Somehow through his’ passion for mis
open for him. It was just as well, for by the end of
siles, with their flames an4 vapor trails, ‘he gave me
that year chrysler froze,all* hiring and that lasted for
* the’desire to seek out and undertake work that, at its
several years.
best, can also move heaven and earth. &.
Other engineers’had put down rooth and stayed.
Even today you can go to Brevard Coutity’and find
Andrea BrUnais’is editorial page editor of The
ex-rocket scientists running reStaurants and such.
Tallahassee
Democrat and author of Night of the
My siblings ,were younger and thoved back to’
Litani a story of romance and political intrzçue set in
Detroit to follow the breadwinner, who, with a sigh,
*Lebpnon
was forced to direct his talents away from testing
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A Special Place, Always
The edge of the continent has long been
on the edge of history as well.
BY CORDON PATTERSON

T

he fifty or so miles of coast sepa
rating Sebastian Inlet and Cape
Canaveral is a special place. At
century’s close, the word "Florida" for
many calls to mind a vision of sunny
beaches, a visit to Orlando’s attrac
tions, and, of course, rockets. In the
sixteenth century, "Florida" conjured
images of a strange and fantastic land.
It was a place of myth and fantasy. The
Catholic Ponce de Leon cruised past
Melbourne Beach searching for the
Fountain of Youth. In 1562, the French
Protestant Captain Jean Ribaut noted
in his diary his impressions on sight
ing land near Cape Canaveral. His
ships had reached the point where
"the wilderness of the waves met the
wilderness of the woods." This was
the edge of history.
Four centuries later in the l940s,
Cape Canaveral was still a compara
tively unsettled place. Cocoa Beach
had a population of 31 in 1939. Eleven
years later the population had
increased to 245. An accident fifty
years ago in the deserts of New
Mexico changed all of this. On May 29,
1947 a modified V-2 rocket was
launched at the White Sands Test
Range. The rocket went the wrong
way and landed in a cemetery in
Juarez, Mexico. President Truman
charged the Joint Chiefs of Staff with
finding a safe place to launch missiles.
Cape Canaveral’s remote and geo
graphical position led the Joint Chiefs
of Staff to choose the area for future
rocket experiments. Four additional
factors contributed to the selection. An
East Coast site launches over water
with the Earth’s rotati on. The Banana
River Naval Station near Melbourne
provided a potential support base.
Moreover, the Bahamas presented

i

watched a missile called Bumper 8
streak off into the heavens. Florida’s
missile age had begun.
The Soviet launch of Sputnik on
October 4, 1957 started the space race
in earnest. Within a month the
Russians had a second Sputnik,
weighing 1,100 pounds and carrying a
barking dog named Laika, in orbit. On
December 6, 1957, a Vanguard rocket
carrying a four-pound, grapefruitshaped satellite blew up on the launch
pad. The next day the London Daily
Express ran the banner headline "U.S.
Calls it Kaputnik." Sputnik, Edward
Teller warned, represented a "techno
logical Pearl Harbor." In the thirteen
years since the end of World War II,
American science and technology had
lost its preeminent position. Com
mentators blamed American educa
tion. Thousands rushed to buy a book
which had appeared in 1955 entitled
Why Johnny Can’t Read
and Vvlzat You
Can Do About It. Harvard’s President,
Nathan Pusey, called for a higher per
centage of the nation’s gross national
-

ideal locations for the chain of tracking

product to be spent on education.

stations for missiles. Finally, the Cape
allowed easy access by water, which
eased transportation problems.
There were only a few unpaved
roads and tracks on Cape Canaveral
when the first technicians arrived.
There were plenty of rattlesnakes and
mosquitoes. It is difficult to imagine
the primitiveness of what the first mis
silemen experienced during that
decade. The first launch from the Cape
took place on July 24, 1950. The block
house for the mission was an old shed

East central Florida underwent a
revolution in the late 1950s. The
sleepy, fishing communities stretching
from Titusville to Melbourne along the
Atlantic Coast began to receive an
influx of engineers, scientists and tech
nicians. In 1948 the first missileman
arrived. An army of 75,000 technicians,
engineers and scientists followed in
the next ten years. 1958 was a year of
change. In January, the United States
launched its first satellite into orbit.

used by swimmers to change into their

the bill creating NASA in July. In
August, the Defense Department’s
Advanced Research Projects Agency
called for the creation of a new super-

swimsuits. Engineers and technicians
knelt behind sandbags as the count

down reached its conclusion. Twentynine miles to the south in Melbourne,
people stopped in parking lots and

President Eisenhower signed into law

rocket code-named Saturn.
The next five years brought
WINTER
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In the 1920s, Cocoa Beach was just a beach, suitable for a family picnic like the one shown above.

tremendous changes to the Cape. On
16 November, 1963, Air Force One
touched down at Patrick Air Force
Base. James Webb, NASA’s Chief
Administrator, Kurt Debus, director of
launch operations at the Cape, and
General Leighton L. Davis gave the
President an update on the Saturn pro
gram. This was Kennedy’s third visit
to the space center in twenty-one
months. Six days later the President
was dead. As one of his first acts,

Lyndon Johnson ordered that NASA’s
Launch Operations Center and Cape
Canaveral Auxiliary Air Force Station

be renamed the Kennedy Space
Center. Johnson also announced that
Cape Canaveral would henceforth be
known as Cape Kennedy a name
change rescinded in 1973.
In 1969, Apollo XI fulfilled
Kennedy’s pledge. America won the
moon race. The nation celebrated. It
was a bitter, sweet moment at the
Cape, however. Thousands of techni
cians and engineers lost their jobs as

the Apollo project wound-down. A
quarter-of-a-century later boarded-up
buildings and strip malls serve as
reminders of the post-Apollo depres
sion.

In 1984, a dozen or so miles east of
20
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Florida’s Space Coast
is a point where
life meets death;
good encounters evil;
and the present

place.
Students of comparative religion
sometimes make the distinction
between the sacred and the profane.
The sacred refers to those places that
stand outside of time. The sacred is
found where past, present, and future
intersect in a special, holy place.
Temple Mount in Jerusalem is such a
place. Medieval cartographers cele
brated Jerusalem’s sacred character by
placing the holy city at the center of
their maps.

The voyages of Columbus opened

glimpses the future.
the Cape, a pair of archaeologists dis

covered the remains of a seven-thou
sand-year-old pond cemetery. Three
seasons of field work supports the
conclusion that this area was one of
the earliest inhabited parts of Florida.
Using technologies which were pio
neered in the space program, these
archaeologists are exploring the dis
tant past. The periodic return of these
early Floridians to the same pond to
bury their dead suggests that long
before the Spaniards, or the French, or
the missilemen, others sensed the
magical and spiritual quality of this

a revolutionary age. There was more at
stake than maps. In 1517, Luther
divided Christendom into two war
ring camps. Twenty-six years later
Copernicus removed the Earth from
its place at the center of the universe.
Thus, in the course of fifty years
Europeans confronted the reality of
hitherto undreamed exotic wilds, a
rupture within Christianity, and the
beginnings of the scientific age. Today,
the voyages of Shuttle Atlantis and
Discovery carry us forward into the
space age.
Cape Canaveral is a special place.
It is one of those points where human
beings have defined themselves.
Seven thousand years ago men and

COCOA

women showed their humanity here.
Five hundred years ago the French
and Spanish struggled here for control
of the New World. Some believed they
had discovered a new Eden. Others
hungered for gold. They destroyed
those who blocked their path to glory.
In our time, archaeologists and space
scientists have come here.
What defines the uniqueness of
this part of Florida is the sense that
here humans stand at a boundary
point. The Spaniards forged the con
nection between the Old and New
Worlds; our age is linking this world to
other worlds. Florida’s Space Coast is
a point where life meets death; good
encounters evil; and the present
glimpses the future. This is one of
those special places where humans
have faced "the wilderness of waves
and the wilderness of woods" and
sought to discover their humanity at
the edge of history
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Just 35 miles cast of Orlando, you’ll find everything from the space age
attractions and interactive museums of the Kennedy Space Center Visitor
Complex to NASA shuttle launches and three of Florida’s top ten beaches.
So take your next vacation farther, visit Florida’s Space Coast.
For more info, call 1-800- U51-1969.
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Gordon Patterson is professor of
humanities at Florida Institute of
Technology in Melbourne. He was a mem
ber of the PHC board from 1992 to 1996.
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Looking Lor the Seminole in Your Family Tree?
Relatively Speaking’ an information-packed research, resource, and evaluation
service, from the SEMINOLE TRIBE OF FLORIDA can help. Let it be your heritage guide!
This comprehensive service offers in one complete package booklet, chart, personalized
evaluation, and report all the information you need to begin and, then, verify your
genealogical search. Whether you’re just beginning your search or you’ve already collected
data, you’ll find this service a critical part of verifying your ancestry
Call today, 954.966.6300, ext. 1423, for your free informational flyer. Or, write to
Relatively Speaking, Dept. of Anthropology & Genealogy, SEMINOLE TRIBE OF FLORIDA,
Rm. 421, 6300 Stirling Road, Hollywood, FL 33024
-
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© 1997, The Seminole Tribe of Florida, Relatively Speaking is a trademark of the Seminole Tribe of Florida.
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Reassessing the Impact of the Challenger Disaster
BY JAMES E. HUCHINGSON

n the morning of January 28, 1986, the sky fell
over Florida. With it rained the debris of count
less shards of the space shuttle Challenger into
the Atlantic along with the cabin vessel carrying
the crew of seven. Shuttle launches are seen over
the state from several points of the compass including
Jacksonville to the north, Tampa to the west and as far to
the south as Miami. Today, the remains of the shuttle lie
buried in a decommissioned Minuteman ICBM under
ground launch silo on Cape Canaveral.
But the enduring image in the

memories of many Floridians and mil
lions worldwide who witnessed the
violent explosion is the spaceplane and
its crew suspended between Heaven
and Earth. Conceivably even momen
tous events such as the Challenger dis
aster may have few lasting conse
quences in general for American cul
ture. However, like many cardinal
events in the collective experience of a
people, Challenger is a looking glass
through which American society sees
its own image reflected darkly. That is
a story still being written
Challenger’s lasting consequences
have yet to emerge.
Certainly, many of the responses to
the tragedy were immediate and dra
matic. The shuttle program stood
down for two years while Morton
Thiokol, maker of the solid fuel boost
ers and their infamous 0-rings, com
-

The Challenger explosion facing page remains
an indelible image to many Americans.

pleted a costly redesign program. An
elite investigative committee, the
Rodgers Commission, drew conclu
sions critical of both NASA and indus
try practices. As a result, NASA today,
under the leadership of Administrator
Daniel Goldin, is far leaner and more
imaginative than at the time of the acci
dent. Other consequences included
serious delays of the Galileo Jupiter
spacecraft and Hubble space telescope
programs. A greater appreciation of the
incredible complexity of the shuttle
system and a permanent loss of confi
dence in its overall reliability led to a
reduction in the launch frequency.
When flights resumed, commercial
and military customers were forced to
fall back on traditional expendable
rockets to place their payloads into

orbit. Manual exploration gave way to
robotic missions like this year’s Mars

Pathfinder.
More constructive consequences
include the establishment of the suc
cessful Challenger Centers for Space
Science Education in 1988 by the fami

lies of the crew. For the most part, the
shuttle remains today more than sixty
flights since the disaster, the work
horse of the maimed space program
and the vehicle upon which the United
States will rely for the construction and
servicing of the multi-billion dollar

international space station into the
next century.
While the political and industrial
consequences of the Challenger acci
dent are well chronicled, its impact on
the American psyche and, in turn, on
the nation’s commitment to space
exploration in the long run is less clear.
Beyond the immediate shock and the
sense of loss Americans experienced,
the deeper consequences of the event
are difficult to place. Challenger
remains suspended between Heaven
and Earth because of its unarticulated
historical consequences.
Challenger can best be interpreted
as playing off the collection of beliefs
and attitudes we refer to as the
American Spirit. The concept itself
may sound dated given the current
babble of a pluralistic society with its
tribalization of group identities. Still, it
remains true that this Spirit is exactly

what has always attracted immigrants
to North American shores, and its real
ization is the common creed that has

held them together. Fundamental ele
ments of the American Spirit include
individualism, technological progress
and moral perfectibility, a sense of
uniqueness or electedness, and the
idea of the frontier. How these ele
ments intersect with the Challenger
disaster offers telling clues about the
incident’s short and long term conse
quences for America’s ambitions in
space.
Challenger can make us rethink
what we mean by the figure of the
hero. Individualism, when combined
WINTER
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Between Heaven and Earth: Reassessing the Impact of the Challenger Disaster
with moral perfectibility, equals the
hero. By celebrating the exploits of
their heroes in ballad and legend,
Americans elevate them as shining
examples of that collective Spirit. The
hero is the common person with
uncommon valor whose achievements
are magnified larger than life. In turn,
the hero serves history, an exemplar
shaping the ideals of new generations.
In other words, the hero is the individ
ual transformed by the community
who in turn transforms the communi
ty.

These days the very idea of the
hero is in some difficulty. One problem
is systemic: candidates for heroic sta
tus have a hard time of it. Immediate
performance is valued over character.
So, sports or entertainment figures
more than those in other pursuits are
searched out for conspicuous celebra
tion. Ironically constant public atten
tion often reveals private imperfections
that disqualify the candidate as an
inspiring moral figure.
Also, the popular image of the
astronaut is ambiguous at best. Before
the shuttle program, astronauts were
treated as classic heroes. Early manned
space programs were named for classic
figures
Mercury, Gemini, Apollo. As
symbols, they strongly suggested that
the astronauts were special when com
pared with mere earthlings, a/The right
stuff" is the stuff of classic heroes who
comported with the gods, with swift
Mercury and wise Apollo. The Apollo
astronauts, especially, ascended into
the heaven in thundering fiery chariots
to voyage to a lunar landscape so for
bidding that even the poet Homer’s
intrepid hero, Ulysses, would never
have dared venture into such desola
tion. In stark contrast to these
Olympian images is the current image
of the international crew of the Russian
Mir space station. Their fate is to be
treated by the media as Keystone cops.
Time magazine’s revealing caption
called them "Mir Mortals."
Fortunately, shuttle astronauts
have escaped this unflattering carica
ture. Still, with the advent of the shut
tle spaceplane all these early percep
tions changed. aaWe Seven" of the
Mercury astronauts became the dozens
of the prosaic aaSpace Transportation
System." Actually, more than 500 indi
-
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viduals have flown aboard the shuttle,
some more than once, of course, but
the total is impressive. With few excep
tions Story Musgrave, retired veteran
of six flights who now lives in
Kissimmee, comes to mind, individ
ual exploits are lost in such numbers.
Since NASA yearns to make the shuttle
the DC-3 of space, the astronaut as
hero is no longer an appropriate image.
The ideal is that each shuttle mission
should be indistinguishable from all
the others except for details of crew
identities, payload, and operations in
orbit. The need is not for valor in the
face of mortal danger, but for compe
tence in the face of routine. And for
this, the image of the anonymous,
interchangeable, and highly skilled
workman the mission specialist is
preferred. Heroic legends do not flour
ish in such circumstances.
The new image has yet to take
hold fully Tensions remain between
the astronaut as hero and as technician,
just as in the early days of the
American frontier when the pioneer
was both a mountain man with his
musket and a settler with his broad ax.
The crew of Challenger is caught in
this blurred double image. As heroes
they were conquering the frontiers of
space, as reflected in the very name
"Challenger," but as technicians their
-

-
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prosaic assignment was primarily to
run errands, in this case to launch a
communications satellite.
When the hero dies a tragic death
in the midst of performing great deeds
the figure somehow combines both
grievous loss and inspiration. A cata
strophic event may register as particu
larly tragic when the loss is utterly
undeserved. Admittedly classic tra
gedy is a literary form in which the
central character unintentionally does
himself in because of some innate
moral flaw. But today tragedy is more
commonly understood in a wider
sense as the destruction of innocent
virtue brought about primarily by
external causes; someone other than
the victim is at fault. The outrage is
amplified when the victim is particu
larly special, and injustice is coupled
with loss to deepen the sorrow. The
trauma of Challenger was intensified
because one of the seven was a civilian
teacher Christa McAuliffe. If the victim
dies in the performance of a voluntary
act and goes down with all flags flying,
then the personal sacrifice, though still
tragic and undeserved, is not for
naught. The victim is also the hero to
be remembered as the model of
uncommon valor, as willing to risk
harm and death for the good cause and
to the benefit of the larger community.

T

he seven members of Chal
lenger’s crew were both vic
tims and heroes. But how
will they primarily
be
remembered? The question is
crucial because the impact of
the incident going forward
depends on how it finally is character
ized. On the one hand, the facts sug
gest that the seven were victims. All
were ignorant of the lethal defects in
the 0-rings. They would never have
been so foolhardy as to fly voluntarily
in such hazardous conditions. Also, the
crew members were victims because
the broader justification for their vul
nerable predicament was the national
commitment to conquer and utilize
space. Efforts to articulate a consistent
space policy with clear objectives and
the high resolve necessary to achieve
them enjoyed little success.
On the other hand, the Challenger
astronauts were heroes and the
tragedy is in some larger sense re
deemable not because they died but
because they went. Victims die for
nothing because their sacrifices are not
perceived as contributions to some
larger intrinsic and enduring good.
Even public failures are achievements
if they bring to awareness the deeper
values and goals in whose service the
sacrifices were made and then inspire a

I

redoubled resolve to accomplish these
goals. The final judgment of the
Challenger crew depends on how the
future goes. Reciprocally, how the
future goes depends, in part, on how
the Challenger crew is remembered.
Understanding how the Chal
lenger crew relates to our cultural val
ues suggests a continuing context for
future space policy The development
of individual and collective moral per
fection as the sure sign of progress is a
cherished part of the American Spirit.
More importantly, inner perfection is
expressed in outer material activity
The discipline and loving attention of
skilled workers is incarnated in the
product
a chair, table, or desk, the
wagon or steam engine. The Shaker
and Oneida communities of the 19th
century exemplified this combination
of spirit and craftsmanship in their
communal quest for perfection.
In the 20th century this ideal has
been recast in the figure of the dedicat
ed hero who, seeking an inner perfec
tion, carries out the rational conquest
of nature in his fine machine. Examples
come quickly to mind including
Amelia Earhart and her Lockheed
Vega, and, of course, Charles
Lindbergh in his Ryan monoplane, The
Spirit of St. Louis. Here the virtuous
individual confronts nature utilizing

the ingenuity and resources of an
industrial and engineering team whose
members are by definition good peo
ple. The adventures of the individual
are made possible by the competence,
dedication, discipline, and responsibil
ity of this team. The collective moral
virtue of the engineers is made mani
fest in the material virtues of the
machine that is then guided to its des
tination by the intrepid hero.
A major effect of Challenger was to
expose how badly this traditional
image could be corrupted. The prime
movers of the shuttle, the solid rocket
boosters, are the progeny of military
weapons designed with no concerns
for human safety. They are swords not
quite hammered into plowshares. The
author Norman Cousins characterized
their notorious genealogy this way:
"We roam the heavens with the
engines of hell." The Challenger crew
trusted the rockets, and through that
trust they expressed a tacit faith in the
uncompromising vigilance of the man
ufacturer and managers to assure the
safety and reliability of a propulsion
system whose infernal inclinations had
been only recently harnessed. That
trust was misplaced. NASA and
Morton Thiokol had gotten above
themselves, distorting the proper bal
ance of means and ends. The astro
nauts were treated as means for getting
to institutional goals rather than as
human beings of greater value than
any launch schedule or engineering
achievement. This compromise in the
proper order of values and not the
mere failure of the material compo
nents was the primary reason for the
disaster. Institutions, like individuals,
can go astray The privately moral per
son
the engineer or manager may
unintentionally become compromised
in a powerful institutional environ
ment whose own special values and
urgencies subtly preempt a personal
sense of duty. The problem was there
fore one of will, not skill. The lack of
material integrity of the 0-rings was a
reflection of the lack of moral integrity
in the institution.
Challenger was a double loss; the
loss of the exemplary figures, the indi
viduals of the crew, together with our
loss of innocence in trusting the insti
tutions responsible for their safety.
-
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These were relatively immediate
consequences of Challenger for
American attitudes about space. There
remains a more distant future as the
pioneering ambitions of space explo
ration are applied beyond near-earth
orbit to true outer space.
There are abundant visions for the
future of space flight, but they can be
collected into two broad categories
the enrichment of life on earth and
earthly expansion into the Solar sys
tem. The first is an effort to focus on
developing an infrastructure
spaceports, inexpensive launch vehicles, and
advanced technology
as a means of
stimulating the use of space to provide
tangible social, economic, and environ
mental benefits on earth. These bene
fits include developing innovative
means to meet food and energy
requirements, alleviate pollution prob
lems, enhance communications, moni
tor the vital signs of the planet, further
enhance international cooperation, and
generally improve the prospects of the
total community of life in an emerging
global age. In his speech announcing
the Apollo program in 1961, President
Kennedy said that "We can do this and
all the other things, too." He meant
that flying to the moon would be
expensive, but its cost would not be
borne by reduced funding to other pro
grams in his "New Frontier." This reas
surance is no longer required. Today,
activities in space near the earth are no
longer discretionary; they are a neces
sary part of the technological infra
structure of all nations. For those who
subscribe to the utilitarian vision of
enrichment, with its down-to-earth
emphasis of ministering to the needs of
people, this is a good thing.
Expansionism, the alternate vision
of the future of manned space ifight,
remains epic. Its proponents foresee
unlimited human exploration in the
solar system and beyond into the
galaxy. The rallying cry of this grand
strategy could be the motto of the
National Space Society, "Ad Astra,"
"To the Stars." Echoing the doctrine of
territorial progress in 19th-century
America
Manifest Destiny
cosmic
expansionism readily incorporates the
four-phase program for the coloniza
tion of space devised by the charismat
ic German rocket scientist Wernher
von Braun. Von Braun’s plan, made
-
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popular forty years ago in animated
Disney television specials, was to
advance through a series of stepping
stones in space. First, achieve earth
orbit, then construct a massive space
station for the assembly of spaceships
for ifights to the moon and Mars. Von
Braun’s plans were breath-taking, but
they were soon supplemented by even
grander imaginative schemes of other
visionaries. One such project, requiring
millennia to accomplish, would "ter
raform" Mars by enveloping it in an
earth-like atmosphere to provide rain
for the development of plants and the
eventual greening of the Red Planet.
Another involves the construction of
huge orbiting cities somewhere
between the earth and the moon as
lush habitats for millions of inhabitants
to be nourished by abundant materials
from the moon, captured asteroids,
and dead comet cores.
ore ambitious than the
pyramids, these massive
undertakings would re
quire powerful rhetoric
and a mythology be car
ried through. The ro
mantic ideology of cos
mic expansionism includes the biblical
notion of electedness as it was adapted
to the American Spirit. If frontier
America was chosen to conquer the
Promised Land from sea to sea as a
"Light to the Nations," contemporary
America is destined to carry forth this
tradition into the infinite frontier of
space. Inexorable evolutionary ad
vance, a universal and quasi-scientific
version of this same sentiment,
requires the fulfillment of this "extra
terrestrial imperative" or "centrifugal
instinct." As restless sojourners, the
human species has no choice but "To
boldly go
with true Star Trek bra
vado. In other words, destination dic
tates destiny.
Millennial elements enter as well.
Millennialism, another concept expro
priated from the Bible and absorbed by
the American Spirit, is both optimistic
and apocalyptic. The millennium can
usher in a new age of great peace and
prosperity Or it can mark the onset of
worldwide cataclysmic destruction
and decline, an ominous "End of
Days." Encouraged by the convenient
numerology of the year 2000, advo

cates of cosmic expansionism turn both
themes to their advantage. On the one
hand they celebrate the wonders of
space exploration and the unimagin
able riches that await human pioneers.
On the other they warn against the
degeneration of life on earth by point
ing out the signs of the times
envi
ronmental degradation, population
explosion, famine, wars, plagues
the
Horsemen of the Apocalypse who will
soon ride swiftly upon planet Earth.
Given these prophetic disasters, isn’t
the only sane act to leave the earth in a
new exodus to the heavens and to
Mars?
Despite the valorization of space
exploration in these visions, its future
remains vulnerable. It is by no means
certain that these ambitious plans will
be embraced by Americans. As cosmic
time goes, humans are mere neonates
when it comes to space travel, and
Challenger took place recently, only a
moment ago. It remains immediate in
the memories of its contemporaries,
including most people now living.
Their eventual assessment of the event
will have something to say about
American commitment to space. Like a
master weaver who adjusts his overall
design to incorporate mistakes, each
generation weaves the fabric of its
future to incorporate the tragedies of
the recent past. Creative remembering
strengthens this fabric.
We in the current generation are
weavers of a complex historical mosa
ic. All important events, triumphant
and tragic, are integrated in the design.
As part of that design, Challenger is a
profound reminder of the fallibility of
all human enterprise and an expres
sion of courage and worthy vision.
Weaving the incident into the fabric of
a common history is redemptive and
healing. But healing, the generation of
new wholeness, takes time. Until the
healing is completed the full impact of
the disaster remains at issue, and
Challenger and its crew remain sus
pended between Heaven and Earth. t
-
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James E. Huchingson is associate pro
fessor of philosophy and religious studies
at Florida International University in
Miami and a former NASA employee.
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Join us!

Thejuiciest cultural
weekend of the year.
Presented by the Florida Humanities Council
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Your invitation to a true Florida experience

T

o many travelers, Polk County is an endless sea of citrus groves on the
way to an "attraction." But to those who take the time to drive its back
roads and explore its hidden corners, Polk County is Florida’s heartland,
not only one of the most fertile agricultural areas in the world but also an
area rich in Florida history and culture.
Polk County is the site of the next Florida Gathering, a weekend spon
sored by the Florida Humanities Council FHC designed to explore the his
tory, heritage, and environment of Florida. Scheduled for March 27-29,
1998, this annual event brings
together Floridians from through
out the state for a weekend-inresidence in a region that, while
off-the-beaten-track, is well
worth the detour.
From cracker cow hunters
don’t call them cowboys to the
largest concentration of Frank
Lloyd Wright architecture in the
world, the Florida Gathering in
The heart of Florida’s citrus industry is Polk
Polk County offers a wide range
County. "Citrus From Groves to Archives" is
one of the Gathering’s featured programs.
of cultural adventures. Histor
ians, folkiorists, architects,
archaeologists, and environmentalists will be our guides.
Participants at the 1998 Gathering will be able to select from a variety
of activities and programs. You can dig for fossils with a paleontologist,
learn the history of the Negro baseball league and meet some of its for
mer players, visit the Kissimmee Cow Camp with Rorida Cowmen author
Joe Akerman, or tour Bok Gardens with the gardens’ director of horticul
ture and a leading landscape architect. There will also be boating, hiking,
entertainment, food, and Floridians from all over the state.
"The Florida Gathering is a time for those of us who love Florida, new
comers and old timers, to celebrate its legends and landscapes," said FHC
Executive Director Ann Henderson. "It’s an opportunity to visit an area we
don’t know with those who are eager to share their homes and knowledge.
This weekend will introduce you to ideas, people, and places you would
never meet on your own."
-

1998 Florida Gathering
Pmgnm Highlights
fiesta Southern Colege and
the Frfl Lloyd WrIfl Legacy
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n 1945, America’s most famous archi
tect, Frank Lloyd Wright, was asked to

transform a citrus grove in the middle of

Florida into a college campus. The result
was Florida Southern College in

Lakeland, the largest one-site collection
of Wright architecture in the world.
Participants at rhe 1998 Florida
Gathering will have the opportunity to
tour the campus with Edgar Tafel, an
apprentice to Wright from 1932-1941 and
author of two books on Wright; Jim
Rogers, an art professor at Florida

Southern, who has conducted extensive
research on Wright’s architectural plan for
that college; Gene Leedy, an architect of

the Sarasota school; and Marsye Dale,
who helped to build the buildings as a stu
dent.
Florida Southern
professor Jim Rogers

recently traveled to
the Frank Lloyd
Wright Archives in
Arizona to conduct

research into Wright’s
architectural plan for
Florida Southern. He
has prepared a slide
show which he will
present as a part of

Highlights continued on Invitation Page P6-4

Special Poster reprint offer!
The official poster ofthe 1998 Florida
Gathering by Florida artist Larry
Moore reproduced on the two follow
ing pages will be available to atten
dees during the Gathering weekend

The juiciest cultural
presented by the Florida Humanities Coun

weekend of the year
cii
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1998 florida Gathering
Program Highlights
Highlights continued from Invitation Page FG-1
this program.
‘Wright’s plan for Florida Southern is
clearly tied to his understanding of the
florida landscape," concludes Rogers. "I
think his plan and its individual buildings
have something to teach us about the
nature of this land."

The program will culminate with a
panel discussion among the Wright
experts on "Wright’s Legacy Today."

Don’t Cal Them Bays
tim florida Cowmen

-

They’re
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f you think cattle
rustling, hangings,
and family feuds were
confined to the
American West in
the late 1800s, then

you haven’t heard of
the Florida Cowmen
don’t call them
boys. Some would
argue that the Florida

version of this
American archetype was
rougher, tougher, meaner, and leaner than
anything they grew in Texas or Montana.
The Lake Kissimmee Cow Camp will
be the setting for an exploration into the
florida cattle industry that will take us
Jim Bob Tinsley right, the
second inductee into the
National Cowboy Song and
Poetry Hall of Fame, will
perform stories andsongs of
Florida cowmen under the
Gathering tent on Saturday
night Tinsley is the author
of many works including a
book on the legendary Florida cow hunter
Bone Mizell above, by Frederic Remington
and a book on cowboy music.

PCW

Sud

Polk County folk artist Ruby
Williams sells her paintings
at her fruit stand on Highway

60, and in galleries from
Florida to New York She and
other local artists will discuss
their work at a program on
folk art.

* Frank Lloyd Wright Architecture at Florida Southern college
* Nature Tour of the Kissimmee Waterway
* cracker cow Hunters at the Kissimmee Cow Camp
* History of Gardening at Bok Tower
* Digging for Fossils in Bone valley
* Florida’s Little Galapagos --The Lake Wales Ridge
* Folk Art from Polk county
* Boating the Kissimmee Waterway
* Zora Neale Hurston’s Dust Tracks on a Road-- Book Discussion
* Over the Branch --African American History Recovered
* Planting for Butterf lies at the Audubon Sanctuary
* Citrus From Groves to Archives
* Baseball --The Florida Experience
* Cracker Storytelling
* History Tour of Polk County
* Beekeepers, Bees, and Honey in the Groves
--

from 1521, when the Spanish introduced
cattle into the state, to Florida’s presentday status as the fourth largest cattle pro
ducing state in the country.
This program at the Florida Gathering

will be led by Florida historian and author
of Florida Cowmen Joe Akerman. With
the help 0f a colorful assortment of
Florida cowmen, Akerman will not only
give you a straight shot of history, but will
also spin tall tales about Bone Mizell and
other legendary figures of the Florida fron
tier.

America and finally migrated down to
Florida, where they found abundant food
supplies and warm weathet
Join David Webb, a paleontologist
from the University of Florida, as he leads
a fossil hunt to Bone Valley, an area
known for its deposits of bones and fos
silized remains of prehistoric animals.

tar Fouls In Bone Valey

F

Dr. David Webb
holds a 12,000year-old mammoth
bone recovered
from a Florida river
Anttnn,

lorida’s geological history is exposed
for all to see in the phosphate mines

of Polk County. As the ocean flooded the
Florida peninsula 10 million years ago

large deposits of phosphate were left

behind along with the fossilized remains
of prehistoric animals.
The Florida peninsula was once home
to some of the great mammals of the pre
historic age. Wooly mammoths and
mastodons fleeing the cold and glaciers of

the Ice Age crossed Europe and the
Bering Strait Land Bridge in North

To register for the Florida Gathering,

tear out the postcard mailer and return it
to the Council. You will receive a brochure and a registration form. Or, visit the Fl-IC Web
sire at flahum.org for complete registration information.The Florida Gathering is an annual
program of the Florida Humanities Council. The Polk County Gathering is sponsored in part
by the Central Florida Convention and Visitors Bureau and NationsBank.
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Yes!
Name

Address

city

Stats, zJp

Please send me more
information about the
Florida Gathering in Polk
County, March 27-29, 1998

PLACE
STAMP

HERE

The Florida Humanities Council
1725 1/2 E. Seventh Avenue
Tampa, Florida 33605

T&pCore the mint of spirit!
Ninth Annual
Zora Neale llllrstoll
Festival of the Arts and Unillanities
January 29 February 1, 1998
-

‘Theme: ‘Ye4qion IMTyt& aiul Cosmology in an African
‘l4orliview"
Puhlic Forum Sessions
Thursday, January 29 Saturday, January 31
in historic Eatonville
-

-

featuring-

Dr. Margaret Walker Alexander In Conversation
-

Pioneering scholar Author of Jubilee original Roots-genre study
Thursday, January 29, 7:00 p.m.
--

Dr. Kofi-Asare Opokn Opening Plenary Session
-

Visiting Professor, Department ofReligion, LaSalle University
Friday, January 30, 10:00 am.

For complete festival program:
Hurston Festival ‘98
227 E. Kennedy Blvd.
Eatonville, FL 32751
407 647-3307
e-mail: zora@cs.ucf.edu
11/97 The Association to Preserve the Eatonville Community, Inc. P.E.C.
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A brilliant first chapter
climaxed with man
walking on the Moon.
The program then
faltered but seems to
have found its way
again at century’s end.
BY JOHN M. LOGSDON
ost of us have our mid-life crises
sometime in our forties, as we begin
to face the reality that, at least statis
tically, our lives are indeed at a mid
point. As the U.S. space program
completes its fortieth year if its starting point is
measured by either the U.S. reaction to the Sputnik
1 launch in October 1957 or the failed first U.S.
launch attempt in December 1957, it has already
passed through a wrenching identity crisis, seeking
a new rationale after the end of the Cold War and
the space race with the Soviet Union.
This can hardly be described as a mid-life crisis,
however. Even though the past four decades have
seen remarkable achievements, most of what will
happen in space lies ahead. Activities in space have
become so totally integrated into modern life that
we forget we are just at the start of space develop
ment; what will take place in Earth orbit and
beyond in the next century, or indeed the next mil
lenium, still may seem the stuff of science fiction.
If the last forty years has taught us anything, it
is how rapidly science fiction can become fact. Few
writing in 1897 except individuals like Jules Verne
would have predicted that twelve Americans would
have walked on the surface of the moon after leav
ing from Florida, that the world would be linked by
instantaneous communications via satellite, or that
a rover would be examining rocks on the surface of
Mars while other automated spaceships were
exploring Jupiter and traveling to Saturn. What has
happened over the last forty years has laid the foun
dation for the future, not exhausted the potential of
Scenes from the space program are American icons after
all these years, some tinged with nostalgia.
Cu,
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A rover explored the surface of Mars after the Pathfinder landed this summer, it exemplifies
NASA’s shift away from manned missions.

space for excitement, creativity, and
immense benefits to humanity.
Romance and Reality
In the very early morning of July
16, 1969, I stood in the crowd of
reporters and onlookers at the
Kennedy Space Center as three men
clad in white space suits
Neil
Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, and Michael
Collins
passed a few yards away.
on their way to the moon! It was ?s ii
I were present when Columbus tat
Magellan had set sail on their voyages
of discovery, but with the privilege of
self-awareness about the historical sig
nificance of the event I was witness
ing. The Apollo journeys to the moon
were remarkably romantic episodes in
the history of human exploration.
When Vice President Spiro Agnew
later that day told reporters at Launch
Complex 39 that he believed the next
destination for human explorers was
Mars, and that the United States
would lead the way in the not too dis
tant future, I hoped in my heart that he
was right.
Knowing the specifics of what had
brought us to the first mission to the
moon, however, made me recognize
that Agnew’s vision that certainly
seems an odd phrase was unlikely to
become reality. I had just completed
what was published soon after as the
book The Decision to Go to the Moon:
Apollo and the National Interest MIT
Press, 1970. I knew that the Apollo 11
mission was not a romantic voyage of
exploration, but rather the calculated
answer to questions posed by
President John F. Kennedy in April
-

-
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1961, in the aftermath of the first
human space flight by Soviet cosmo
naut Yuri Gagarin and the failed Bay
of Pigs attempt to topple the Castro
regime in Cuba. Kennedy asked in a
memorandum "Do we have a chance
of beating the Soviets... By a rocket to
go to the moon and back with a man?
Is there any other space program
which promises dramatic results in
which we could win?" The response
from NASA Chief James Webb and
Defense Secretary Robert McNamara
came back a few weeks later: "It is
men, not merely machines, in space
that captures the imagination of the
world
Dramatic achievements in
space therefore symbolize the organiz
ing capacity of a nation. Our attain
ments are a major element in the com
petition between the Soviet system
and our own. The non-military, non
commercial, non-scientific but ‘civil
ian’ projects such as lunar and plane
tary exploration are, in this sense, part
of the battle along the fluid front of the
Cold War."
It is not much of an oversimplifi
cation to suggest that these phrases
formed the rationale that drove U.S.
space efforts not only during the
Apollo program but for almost two
decades after. That reasoning had lost
most of its potency by the time of
Apollo, however, and certainly was
not strong enough to underpin the
ambitious post-Apollo program lead
ing to early Mars missions proposed
by Vice President Agnew and the
NASA leadership later in 1969. Still,
Cold War, competitive considerations
continued.
Our rivalry with the
Soviets supported the 1972 decision to
. .

-

-

develop the space shuttle, the 1984
commitment to develop a space sta
tion on an international basis, and
fueled NASA’s desire to keep human
space flight center stage. But NASA
during the 1970s and 1980s progres
sively became an organization living
off past glories rather than current
accomplishments.
The results were predictable.
After the Challenger accident and,
later, the end of the Cold War, it
became clear that NASA was no
longer seen by most Americans as the
best way to "symbolize the organizing
capacity of a nation." When a study
commission co-chaired by former
astronaut Sally Ride recommended
new strategic directions for the pro
gram in 1987, President Ronald
Reagan declined personally receiving
the report. President George Bush, on
the twentieth anniversary of the first
moon landing, suggested that the
United States restart human explo
ration beyond Earth orbit, but there
was virtually no public or political
enthusiasm. The civilian space pro
gram of the United States seemed to
have reached a dead end, with some
questioning whether NASA was still
even needed. In August 1990 Time
magazine characterized NASA as
"under siege, its reputation tarnished,
its programs in disarray, its future
clouded."
New Realities, New Potentials
But reel ahead to 1997, and no one
would think of the U.S. space program
or of NASA being on the sidelines for
the transition to the twenty-first centu
ry. Compared to the situation in this
country just a few years ago or in other
space-faring countries now, both gov
ernment and commercial space efforts
in the United States are in good shape,
with well-conceived plans for the
future. In contrast, space programs in
Russia, Japan, and Europe are fraught
with great uncertainties. While those
countries try to resolve their uncer
tainties, the United States is virtually
alone in moving forward in space,
thereby solidifying its leadership posi
tion. This leadership comes not from
proclamations, but from performance.
Current NASA projects are all

working and producing exciting
results; the summer’s Pathfinder mis
sion to the surface of Mars is just the
most recent visible example. The
reforms initiated five years ago by
NASA Chief Dan Goldin have taken
hold; a clear strategy for space science
centered on the "Origins" theme has
found widespread support. Mission to
Planet Earth is likely to emerge from
its current biennial review in stronger
condition, and several programs to
develop and demonstrate new tech
nologies are underway. Even the
International Space Station, at least for
the time being, is moving forward
with Russia a major partner; the con
tinuing Shuttle-Mir problems of this
summer and fall have not caused a col
lapse in that partnership. Such coop
eration would have been inconceiv
able only a few years ago. Critics of
NASA may provide detailed counterarguments to these broad statements,
but overall prospects of the space
agency are far better now than they
were on the thirtieth anniversary of
the program.
The picture is even rosier in the
non-government sector. U.S. industry
has a wide lead in all current commer
cial market sectors other than space
launch. Even there, with Sea Launch,
new versions of the Delta and Atlas,
and a commercial version of the
Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle
potentially entering that market, the
current European lead is fragile, par
ticularly given the problems with
Ariane 5. Efforts to develop a reusable
launch vehicle seem back on track, and
even the redoubtable shuttle may re
enter the space launch market under
privatized management. One recent
report suggests that the U.S-dominat
ed commercial space sector will expe
rience 57 per cent growth by 2000, and
another forecasts that U.S. firms will
be prime contractors for almost 75 per
cent of the various types of informa
tion transfer satellites to be placed in
low- and medium-orbit during the
next decade.
The

Basis

tot U.S. Leadership

The United States thus finds itself,
less than a decade after its flagship
manned-exploration program seemed

to have run out of steam, in a position
to act as the only space superpower in
the early years of the next century and
perhaps beyond. Is it reasonable to
ask whether this strong U.S. standing
is the result of successfully pursuing a
coherent national strategy? Or is it the
outcome of a series of strategically dis
connected public and private sector
decisions and actions, each bolstering
a facet of the current U.S. position?

My inclination has been to favor
the second possibility. There is an
aversion to centralized decision-mak
ing in the U.S. political system; as
political scientist Richard Neustadt
observed almost four decades ago, the
U.S. government is composed of "sep
arate institutions sharing power." To
have those institutions the White
House, the Executive Office of the
President, the executive departments
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Power in the Blood:
A John Jordan Mystery
by Michael Lister
ISBN 1-56164-137-5

$18.95 * 1-lardcover * 336 pages * 6 x 9
"Lister, a real-lift prison chaplain who
knows his turf; delivers gritty portrayals of
inmates and prison workers?’
-Publishers Weekly
"Lister gives his leading character the depth
and shortcomings of a "regular guy," a
refreshing change from the typically flaw
less clergy found in literature. Considering
the scarcity of tales featuring prison
chaplains, this very competent novel by an
actual one is sure to pique an interest?’
-Booklist

Conflict of Interest
by Terry Lewis
ISBN 1-56164-132-4
$18.95 . Hardcover 328 pages 6 x 9
"Lewis hands out literary justice with a
firm hand, making Conflict of Interest more
than just another neatly packaged box
of legal tricks. . . . An unusually good
first novel?’
-Orlando Sentinel
"This well-crafted drama rings with
authenticity all the way to its heartstopping conclusion?’
-Publishers Weekly

My Brother Michael
byjanis Owens
ISBN 1-56164-124-3
$18.95 * Hardcover. 304 pages * 6 x 9
"This first novel is certain to create a loyal
readership for Owens. The narrative voice
of Gabriel Catts is nothing short of
stunning?’
-Library Journal
"A luminously written first novel . . . a
refreshingly different take on fraternal
rivalry?’
-Kirkus Reviews

"Owens’ fine writing and the ring of her
natural voice will carry readers along like
a tale told on a porch on a sultry
Southern night?’
-Publishers Weekly
The Thang That Ate
My Grandaddy’s Dog
by John Calvin Rainey
ISBN 1-56164-130-8
$18.95* Hardcover *368 pages * S %x 8%
"Rainey’s first novel is a fine accomplish
ment, an exquisite balance of genuine
humor and a feeling for the tenderness and
tragedy of life."
-Publishers Weekly
"This is a fine work, narrated in fresh,
deceptively simple language, suffused
with honesty and common sense?’
-Washington Post

Pineapple Press books are found in good bookstores thioughout the state.
Call 1-800-PINEAPL 746-3275 for a free catalog.
Browse our new website, now featuring our entire catalog of books and online ordering.

http://www.pineapplepress.com
Pineapple Press P.O. Box 3899* Sarasota, FL 34230
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NASA’s projects still on the drawing board include an International Space Station, in coopera
tion with Russia, as seen In an artist’s rendering, above.

and agencies, and the two houses of
Congress agree both on a set of strate
gic goals for the space sector and on
the policies and practices to achieve
those goals would seem to require the
kind of strong consensus that rarely is
evident in U.S. politics. Coordinating
government strategies and decisions
with those made by the private sector
so that they are mutually supportive
would add another layer of complexi
ty. Not surprisingly then, it is difficult
to look back and identify a statement
of national strategy that has guided
the country to its current position in
space.
I believe that the United States is
in its currently strong position because
it has adapted its space program more
rapidly to the changing economic and
political climate after the end of the
Cold War than have Russia, Europe
and Japan. Adapted is the key word
here. The United States has much
more flexible political and economic
systems than other industrial coun
tries, and those systems can accommo
date change as it occurs, without the
necessity for centralized decisions. It
follows that present U.S. space leader
ship is more the result of the strength
of the United States system design
overall than of some "grand design"
for U.S. space hegemony. Within the
flexible U.S. framework, those in
charge of the space sector have made a
32
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number of well-conceived but sepa
rate decisions. The cumulative result
is to put the country far ahead in space
capabilities and accomplishments.
This is not the only possible expla
nation for U.S. leadership, however.
Last August, I shared this conclusion
and the reasoning behind it with one
of my French colleagues, Dr. Xavier
Pasco, a specialist on U.S. space policy.
He let me know via e-mail I would
have preferred a discussion in a
French cafe that he disagreed with
some key points in my analysis.
Granted the disagreement comes from
a person grounded in a culture com
fortable with comprehensive strategies
and centralized decisions, it is certain
ly still worth considering.
While recognizing that recent U.S.
space activity has benefitted from a
number of separate moves and good
decisions, made by "the right people
in the right place at the right moment,"
Pasco suggested that the direction
taken by U.S. space policy ties to an
overall U.S. strategy of being an effec
tive superpower in the new interna
tional context. The French scholar sees
in the United States government today
a global vision, reflected in such statemerits as the Clinton administration
1995 national security strategy of
"engagement and enlargement," of
how the United States should pursue
its interests by exerting and reinforc

ing its power in the world.
Space leadership, Pasco suggest
ed, is at least implicitly a part of that
vision. He thinks that moves such as
supporting increased U.S. competi
tiveness in the space launch sector or
facilitating recent mergers among
leading firms carmot be disassociated
from broader considerations of
enhancing U.S. power in the world.
Rather, Pasco suggested, recent space
decisions "all head in the same strate
gic direction," even if there is no single
space strategy per se. The "U.S. gener
al policy reference canvas, and the
global consensus around it inside the
U.S. society today" are so fruitful from
our perspective that space decisions
are "intimately, even unconsciously"
influenced at all levels of choice.
While there may be no U.S. space strat
egy, there is a U.S. global economic
and political strategy, with space one
of its elements.
What About the Future?
What if Pasco is basically right,
and the current U.S. leadership posi
tion in space is indeed the result of a
shared strategic outlook, aimed at
agreed-upon goals? It then becomes
important to ask whether there is a
similar shared understanding with
respect to how best in the future the
nation will use its leadership in space
to advance broader interests. Are
space capabilities appropriately and
effectively linked to U.S. political, eco
nomic, environmental, and security
policy objectives beyond this country’s
borders? What difference would con
tinuing space hegemony make to the
overall U.S. position in the world? As
the United States finds itself alone as
the only space superpower, such ques
tions must be addressed if this country
is to receive the full benefits of that sta
tus.
The space program’s current
healthy condition thus bodes well for
the United States in the early years of
the next century. Certainly other
countries and non-U.S. firms active in
space will once again challenge U.S.
leadership in one or the other area of
space effort as well as seeking
increased partnership with this coun
try. The United States ought to be

able to withstand most of these chal
lenges, if it can continue the recent
intelligent management of both public
and private sector space activities.
Space leadership is for the United
States to lose.
Such a loss is not inconceivable.
After all, pursuing the rationale for
space set forth in 1961 had by the time
of Apollo 11 made the United States the
clear leader in space.
Then two
decades of poor quality decisions and
problem-denying management put
that leadership at risk. It could happen
again, but only if tomorrow’s leaders
squander the potential created over the
past few years. I hope that does not
happen. *

Exclusive invitation for Forum readers!
Subscribe to the Sunshine State’s only
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-

policy aspects of the space program includ
ing the book The Decision to Go to the
Moon:
Project Apollo
National Interest.
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and save 48% off the newsstand price.
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is only $16.95.
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John M. Logsdon is Director of the
Space Policy Institute of George
Washington University’s Elliott School of
International Affairs in Washington, DC.
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FASCINATING AS SPACE TRAVEL REMAINS,
V
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icolaus Copernicus pub
lished his revolutionary
model of the universe in
the mid-l6th century. Man
and earth were not the cen
ter of the universe; they
rotate around the Sun. Indeed, as
Newton later demonstrated, our sys
tem is merely an insignificant little
piece of an infinite universe that has
no meaningful center. Astronomy, in
this instance, transformed human selfconception. Humanity was not the
focus of creation
and yet, as Pascal
observed, from our humble vantage
point we could fathom the heavens.
How Copernicus published his
finding
drawing on Gutenberg’s
moveable-type printing press
may
have been the bigger revolution, how
ever. At first, printed texts were pas
sively admired like the medieval man
uscripts they succeeded. But printing
and the associated technologies of
reading, writing and thinking soon
-

-

-
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became practical tools that trans
formed individual lives and major
social institutions. One could only
gaze at the stars, but most everyone
could do things with printed words.
Late in the 20th century we have
experienced our own revolution in
our conception of the cosmos
Einsteinean relativity, black holes,
etc. with dramatic breakthroughs in
space technology. There has also been
a revolution in print and information
technology, the telephone, radio, tele
vision, and now digital computers.
From the present vantage point, it
seems that, once again, the less flashy
"information" revolution may turn
out to be more pervasive and signifi
cant than the amazing achievements
in space
and for the same reasons
as before.
Cyberspace
the world-wide
"space" of computer representations
and communications
is becoming
more important to us than outer space
-

-

-

although, again, each technology will
depend on the other. The space pro
gram has dazzled the last half of the
20th century, but its very success
began to make its missions seem rou
tine. Now that the Cold War is over
and we are cooperating in space with
the Russians, the space program no
longer has the national urgency it
once had. The next 50 years will sure
ly belong to the computer and infor
mation technologies. Revealingly, the
September 1995 issue of Scientific
American, devoted to "Key Techno
logies for the 21st Century," has one
article on spacecraft and an entire sec
tion on information technologies.
It is easy to understand the initial
blossoming of public fascination with
the space program. Reaching the
moon seemed like a giant evolution
ary step. Our distant ancestors had
come out of the seas onto land. A few
hundred million years later, we
humans had learned to leave the earth

THE

INFORMATION

ROOTS BACK TO

REVOLUTION CAN TRACE ITS

GUTENBERG’S PRINTING PRESS.

IN THE 20TH CENTURY, THE TELEPHONE RADIO
TELEViSION CHANGED THE WAY WE LIVE.

COMPUTERS

BRING MORE PROFOUND CHANGE TO MORE PEOPLE.

to soar into the space previously
reserved for the birds. And now, after
only a few breathless decades, we
were freeing ourselves from our bio
sphere and ascending into the heav
ens, once the sacred domain of the
gods, then the inspiration of Romantic
poets and of science fiction writers.
We were no longer physically trapped
within the closed universe of the sublunar world.
There was, as well, a more mun
dane significance to space exploration
for Americans. Today, at the fortieth
anniversary of Sputnik, we recall the
Cold War importance of the military
space program and the symbolic
meaning of the civilian program
which grew out of it. Getting to the
moon first reestablished the U.S. as
the proud, progressive, world techno
logical leader and brought the nation
together just as President Kennedy
had intended. The 1960s was the
decade in which national TV came of

age. Early space shots, especially the
lunar landings, were unifying nation
al experiences exceeded only by the
drama of Kennedy’s assassination,
Our regained sense of security after
"one giant leap for mankind" dulled
us to President Eisenhower’s warning
about "the military-industrial and
scientific complex," even while trou
ble on that front was brewing in Viet
Nam.
The almost concurrent develop
ment of the computer was much less
visible and dramatic as a national phe
nomenon. When John Bardeen and
associates discovered the transistor in
1948, no one had the slightest idea that
within 50 years microprocessor chips
the size of your thumbnail would con
tain millions of transistors and oper
ate at breathtaking speeds. The space
program’s imperative to miniaturize
helped get this ball rolling. Intel did
not produce its first computer micro
processor until 1971. At that time the

digital computer itself was, except for
a few crude, vacuum-tube prototypes,
only a mathematical idea. In the mid
1950s, Herbert Simon and Allen
Newell realized that the computer
could be a general symbol processor, a
universal information processor, not
merely a calculating and sorting
machine. Yet there were no world
wide headlines when their Logic
Theorist became the first computer
program to prove a mathematical the
orem and, in that limited sense, the
first machine to thinlc.
Until the late 1970s, the idea of a
computer was the idea of a mainframe
installation that, together with its tape
drives, memory stores, card and tape
readers, and printers, filled a large
hall. Computers could be found only
in computer centers, the "central intel
ligence agencies" of government,
research universities, and major cor
porations like IBM and the aerospace
companies. Computers, like the space
WFNTER
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program, stood for Big Government,
Big Science, and Big Industry.
Computers and robots began cap
turing the public imagination even
then because they are potentially intel
ligent. It seemed that computer scien
tists had discovered the secret of
human intelligence, so that, by know
ing computers, we come to know our
selves. On this view, computer code is
the genetic code of human reason, of
mental life. Some labs are now push
ing beyond artificial intelligence or Al
programs to work on the problem of
embodied intelligence
artificial life
or AL.
We have created computers in our
own image, but not everyone agrees
that it is good. Present-day computers
vastly outperform human beings at
some intellectual tasks, so, in this
sense, we already have created some
thing superior to ourselves. What is to
keep future computers from asserting
their autonomy, from entering into a
life-and-death struggle with us for
recognition, as does the HAL 9000
computer in the movie 2001: A Space
Odyssey?
Actually, the struggle is
already occurring, in ritualized fash
ion, in the form of chess matches
-

between computers and humans. The
chess champion of the world is some
thing like the mental heavyweight
champion. It was big news earlier this
year bigger news than the drama
aboard the Mir space station, when
IBM’s Deep Blue defeated reigning
champion, Carry Kasparov.
Media hype aside, however, Al
suggests a false, even dangerous,
account of human nature. If comput
ers are the artificial realization of
human expertise
human intelli
gence in a bottle
then why do com
puters and robots do badly nearly
everything that we human beings do
easily and well, and vice versa?
Computers are terrible at any task
requiring common sense or holistic,
fluid performance or expert judgment
in ambiguous contexts. In this respect,
Al has failed to live up to the early
hype. We cannot build a robot that can
carry on a real conversation or that can
go to Burger King without making a
fool of itself. On the other side, every
thing computers do really well is diffi
cult for us
including the logical rea
soning and mathematical calculation
supposedly definitive of human ratio
nality. One of the lessons that user-

-

-

friendly computer programmers have
learned is to require the user to make
no more logical decisions than neces
sary.
their books Mind Over
Machine and What
Computers Still Can’t
Do, critics Hubert and
I
Stuart
Dreyfus, a
philosopher and an engineer, say the
reason computer performance has
often disappointed is that the comput
er as we now understand it imple
ments a mistaken conception of
human intelligence and expertise.
Rule-based solutions of well-defined
problems are characteristic of early to
moderate stages of human compe
tence, and digital computers are stuck
there. Expert human behavior tran
scends the rules stage. Human perfor
mance is not "computational" in these
terms. Thus to replace expert human
judgment by computers in business,
science, and education is to dumb
things down. The rush to computerize
everything and to value only what can
pass through a computer is a huge
mistake.
In Machines Who Think, Pamela

EARLY COMPUTERS
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SIZE OF YOUR THUMBNAIL
INTELLECTUAL

TASKS.

McCorduck, an enthusiast for Al,
wrote that Al is "the scientific apothe
osis of a venerable cultural tradition."
The Dreyfuses agree but draw the
opposite conclusion: that tradition is
wrong. AT amounts to a test of the tra
ditional, Western understanding of
human beings as rational animals,
where ‘rational’ means a universal cal
culative ability based on logical rules.
Thus the failure of Al refutes the tradi
tion. It turns out they say that we are
not who we thought we were.
Whatever the outcome of this con
troversy, the computer does resonate
with other American culture ideals,
even more naturally than does the
space program. As a young nation
with a limited and culturally diverse
past, we tend to define ourselves in
terms of the future
a technological
future. The space program fits this
particular bill nicely. But we are also a
do-it-yourself people, a nation of indi
vidual tinkerers, makers, and doers,
not just spectators. We would rather
be participants than mere observers.
You and I can only watch the space
shots from Cape Canaveral, but we
can all do things with computers.
Indeed, most of us must do so, for
-

anticipate a few very wealthy individ
uals, decades hence, as pleasure trav

FROM
OUTER
SPACE -> TO
CYBERSPACE
computers have become standard in
the workplace as well as common in
the home.
Over the last 25 years, computers
have been liberated from the control of
Big Government and Big Science and
now belong to the people. They have
been personalized and miniaturized
so that each of us can have, on a small
desk at home or office
or in our
pocket
more computer power than
Argonne National Laboratory did in
1970. The space program cannot com
pete with this. "Got a rocket, in my
pocket," runs the line from West Side
Story, but this was only the romantic
kind that can "fly me to the moon and
let me play among the stars," as anoth
er song lyric put it, Space rocketry will
surely remain the domain of the mili
tary, wealthy nations, and a few large
companies including satellite com
munications firms. At best we might
-

-

elers in space.

Falling prices mean that we can
nearly all afford a computet Com
puters and associated communica
tions devices are, in effect, being
democratized by the huge consumer
industry that has grown up in the pri
vate sector. There are far more busi
ness opportunities there than in the
space industry. Space must annually
beg for tax dollars as computers carry
the long mid-90s boom. Computers tie
in with the American mania for effi
ciency, perhaps to a fault. And a
younger generation is all the more
i

wired into a music and video culture
with its Nintendo games.
Part of the computer boom today
is to see how many capabilities we can
stuff inside one pocket device. And
we are putting computer chips in
everything. We like "smart" do-itthemselves tools that perform routine
tasks automatically. Feeding all of this
is that American invention
mass
marketing.
Computer marketing
strategies strikingly resemble older
automobile marketing.
In The
Automobile Age, James FUnk explains
-
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RISE OF THE COMPUTER: FROM READING LIPS TO REDEFINING CITIZENSHIP
n a crucial scene from 2007: A Space Odyssey, HAL, the neurotic
computer, reads the astronauts’ lips. Stanley Kubrick’s 1968 movie,
gave computers a key supporting role in this imagined future based on
an Arthur C. Clarke novel. The meticulous filmmaker went to pains to
construct realistic appliances, space station lounges, and even cryo
genic chambers for a near-future in which space travel has become
commonplace and manned missions "to Jupiter and beyond" possible.
By the mid -‘SOs, roles have been reversed. The computer dominates;
space is secondary. The much-celebrated musical Rentis a tale of

U

how General Motors solved the mar
ket saturation problem back in the
1920s with planned obsolescence, mul
tiple models that redefine the
Their slick,
American dream, etc.
glossy copy draws on the same cultur
love of power, speed, the
al sources
romance of the open road in this case
the "information super highway",
individual freedom, futurism, and
social status keeping up with the Dow
Joneses. The romance of the automo
bile, and, more briefly, of the space
program, each in turn the technologi
cal leader of its day, has given way to a
strange romance with the computer,
the current technology leader. Today’s
kids are more likely to belong to a
computer culture than a car culture.
The Internet with its zillions of Web
sites and chatrooms on every subject
under the sun, licit and illicit, provides
an outlet for both the restlessness and
the need for voluntary associations
that Tocqueville’s Democracy in Am
erica already recognized in the l830s.
Computers provide an updated
new frontier in which multidimen
sional spaces and virtual worlds may
be created and explored, seemingly
without limit, without the usual eco
-
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Bohemian life in the age of AIDS. But it features one protagonist who
dc-programs virtual reality at MIT, a villain seeking to develop East
Village tenements into high-rent digital, interactive studios, and a per
formance artists song protesting "a desert called Cyberland."
Astrophysicist and author Freeman Dyson see page 46 has dreamed
all his life of space travel and space colonization. This fall, his daughter,
computer industry analyst Esther Dyson, published Release 2.0, "a
design for living in the digital age," defining new "rights and rules of
cyberspace."*

FROM
OUTER
TO
SPACE
CYBERSPACE
nomic, environmental, and govern
mental constraints. The rapid expan
sion of cyberspace is tantamount to an
information-age Big Bang. To change
the metaphor, the information super
highway is so wide that it can take you
almost anywhere you want to go,
without the need for an off-road vehi
cle. This can be a solo trip of individ
ual exploration and reflection or play,
or a way to connect with any of a huge
variety of subcultures now flourish
ing. Diversity is the word.
So far the phenomenon of the
Internet has run counter to George
Orwell’s fears, in 1984, that mass com
munications would be seized by Big
Brother to surveil and control us, in
the name of national security, morality,
and our own protection. But it is early
in the game and national governments
are even now claiming sovereignty
over the newly created cyberspaces.

New issues of intellectual property
and cyber free speech are emerging.
Sophisticated commercial Web sites
are already equipped to construct pro
files of the customers who stop at
them. The Global Positioning System
is of great value for many kinds of
travel and for precisely locating
things, but it could also be used to
track us everywhere. In the movie,
Thelma and Louise, the protagonists
found even the lonely roads of the
American West too confining. Their
only escape from pursuing authorities
was to turn their car into an ultra offroad vehicle, an ill-equipped space
ship, and to drive off into three-dimen
sional space, where, like Daedalus of
the Greek myth, with his homemade
wings, they fell to their deaths.
Where will the information-tech
nology revolution take us?
"The
medium is the message," proclaimed
the late, Canadian communications
theorist, Marshall McLuhan.
The
printing press did far more than offer
another venue for the same old mes
sages. And our daily experience
shows how television alters the con
tent of everything from news and pol
itics to sports to advertising. Author

David Bolter in Writing Space details
the manner in which the computer
already transforms the place, the
space, of writing, reading, and think
ing, and promotes a quite different
concept of the text. The traditional
book is a "monument" in which the
text is absolutely fixed and unchange
able by its readers. It is linear in that a
book is naturally read straight
through,
from
front to back.
Computer text, by contrast, is easily
altered and lends itself to hypertextual
nonlinearity. What this means is that
the reader can "click" on key words or
phrases in order to pursue links to
other bodies of text relevant to the
first, including graphics and multime
dia displays. These texts are interlinked with others, in turn, so that the
work as a whole is a complex web of
textual sites that can be fruitfully read
along any number of distinct paths,
depending on the reader’s interest and
knowledge.
In effect, the reader constructs her
own text as she reads, and she may
even be permitted to add text of her
own. There are no definite starting or
ending points. Indeed, we can visu
alize the entire Internet as one, huge,
distributed text, a potentially infinite
space with no center. Accordingly,
hypertexts do not obey the old stan
dards of unity and closure. They may
offer many different voices and per
spectives, and they need claim no
internal consistency. The move to
hypertext is fundamental to so-called
postmodern culture.
Bolter predicts that computer tech
nology will dramatically alter old ideas
of a literary and philosophical canon of
great, timeless, closed works. It will
change the space or network of places
or topics that define our culture. And
it will blur the very distinction
between high and low culture.
Computer writing decenters culture
and is incompatible with any notion of
a central authority
a National
Academy with its official, master cul
tural accounting system
that pre
serves and protects a fixed cultural
heritage and defines what is good and
bad, progressive
or regressive.
Accordingly, Bolter shuns what I like
to call "the museum theory of culture"
advocated by humanists such as Allan
Bloom The Closing of the American
Mind and former Education secretary
-

William Bennett To Reclaim a Legacy.
Admittedly, it is much too early to
say how momentous the computer rev
olution will be. A computer provides a
slower, more labored, and less enjoy
able "read" than a book does. In some
ways current computer text is a regres
sion to the disadvantages of the
ancient papyrus scroll. But what could
Gutenberg’s generation have said
about the eventual impact of the print
ing press? Contrary to advertising

hype, intellectual and cultural revolu
tions are the stuff of retrospective, his
torical judgment.
Nonetheless, our
very knowledge of the print revolution
and of the Greek alphabetic revolution
before that does suggest that thanks to
the computer we may be at the thresh
old of a new era of culture.
Thomas Nickles is a professor of phi
losophy at The University of Nevada,
Reno. He has written extensively on the
history of science and its cultural impact.
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The Cosmic and the
Merely Fantastic
BY KURT LOFT

Then a 23-inch aluminum ball
settled into orbit around the
Earth 40 years ago, it thrust
science into an expansive new era. It
also rocked the pedestal of our cul
ture, transforming how we see our
selves in relation to a very big place
outside.
Sputnik’s little beeps were truly a voice heard
‘round the world and the echo of a fast-approaching
technological age. The first artificial satellite was a
Russian triumph that delivered a blow to Cold War
America, launching the nation on a roller-coaster
race to reach the moon
and erase the embarrass
ment.
Four decades later, America is cosmically con
nected to space, spending $14 billion a year on its
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The
benefits for the cost, however, are less clear, and
today a budget-crunching, risk-wary society no
longer can afford the adventure of the ‘50s and ‘60s.
Critics have noted the space budget about equals
that of the National Institutes of Health NIH and
isn’t likely to generate a cure for AIDS or cancer.
NASA can boast, however, and does, that the space
program has led to dozens of spinoff products:
everything from scratch-resistant lenses to self-right
ing life rafts to smoother-spinning golf balls.
But a space sub-culture thrives, feeding on a
celestial mix of myth, promise and fantasy. In pop
culture, space is empowering and has taken the
nation’s consciousness farther into the cosmos than
NASA could ever dream.
Although the realities of space exploration since
the late 1950s are starkly removed from its imagina
-
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tive counterpart in literature and film, these distinc
tions often bleed together. Science fiction has always
been ahead of the reality curve. Hollywood
embraces the improbable and impossible. Together,
they ferment a heady sense of confidence about
human involvement in space, and whet the appetite
for its endless stream of mysteries.
But has our culture really embraced a progres
sive mission in space, or do we merely chase costly
and empty
fantasies?
Perhaps we ask too much. Millions of television
viewers grew up half believing dilithium crystals
could power a Starship Enterprise, defying the laws
of physics by hitting warp speed. Capt. Kirk and Mr.
Spock, of course, were unaffected by Einstein’s
Special Theory of Relativity.
If Luke Skywalker could baffle Darth Vader by
embracing "the force," so can anyone, anyone who
believes hard enough. And El aliens were every
schoolboy’s friend; it was just a matter of time before
ambassadors from other galaxies visit Earth, sharing
cosmic knowledge. Space travelers can move at light
speed, remember, with advanced technology.
Pop culture has helped bring space down to
no matter
Earth, making it accessible to everyone
how unsophisticated. It also opened our eyes to
what else might be lurking in another galaxy As
Robert Wise, director of the 1951 cult classic, The Day
the Earth Stood Still, exclaimed: "For us to believe
we’re the only possible intelligence in the world is
extremely egoistic. It’s arrogant. What we’re interest
ed in, what we watch and what we read reflects
that."
Space, the real and life version, isn’t so receptive,
judging from the record of 40 years of trying to
explore it. While the popular myth portrays us
Americans as a progressive society armed with the
tools of advanced science, the universe bites back.
The Apollo 1 and Challenger accidents remind
us of the frightful difficulties that must be overcome
even before we reach orbit.
Certainly, people aren’t going into space at the
pace science fiction writers predicted. It took the
United States 34 years to put its 100th person in
space, beginning in 1961 with Alan Shepard’s brief
parabola over the Atlantic. Once bounding off the
moon, the American space program today is
nowhere near sending people to another planet.
Colonization of the moon and Mars, although on
the drawing boards, is far from practical reality.
Robotic probes have visited or zipped by eight of the
nine planets, and four are on their way to interstellar
space. In 1989, when voyager 2 sent back mind-bog
gling images of Neptune, the science world stood in
collective awe. But the public’s interest in such find
ings has been short-lived. Ever bored with
unmanned journeys, people demand a human pres
ence in space even when there is little, if any, scien
tific justification.
Instead of flirting with a Martian colony, NASA
-

-

-
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DIveiing Trajectories
The Cosmic and the Merely Fantastic
today settles for low-Earth orbit aboard space shuttles.
Freese, formerly head of the space policy center at the
Rather than chasing a comet or setting up camp on a Jovian
University of Central Florida and author of Space: the
moon, astronauts are more likely to be hit by a passing com
Dormant Frontier. Hamstrung by Congress, she says,
munications sateffite or a lug wrench from the Gemini days.
NASA’s efforts are more a study of endurance than
Meanwhile the fantastic film version of ‘space’ has more
progress.
momentum than ever. The Star Wars trilogy flourishes in
"Americans are the best and the brightest, but we’re the
re-release and is the subject of a retrospective this fall at the
ultimate throw-away society" she says. "We went to moon
Smithsonian. Space-alien blowouts, Men in Black and
and later said, "been there, done that," and let the Apollo
Independence Day, are the top box-office performers of the
rockets rot in museums. We’ve hit burnout."
last two years. The marginally more serious Contact, based
After Challenger, which sent six astronauts and a school
on the late Carl Sagan’s novel, got released in 1997 after a
teacher slamming into the Atlantic Ocean, America’s adven
decade of development. Space movies benefit from an infi
turous spirit turned to "loathing at the pad." "You can’t go
nite canvas on which to paint stories and are aided by
into space with this attitude of total risk aversion," Johnsontoday’s eye-popping computer technology It doesn’t take a
Freese says. "We are paralyzed by the fear of failure."
rocket scientist to see that they give us gratification in two
More recently, Congress came close to cancelling
hours where realism takes decades.
America’s involvement with the
Herein lies the paradox. Even in
Russians, saying that puffing astro
the wake of phenomenal scientific dis
nauts aboard the aging Mir space sta
coveries
consider the Hubble tele
tion was tantamount to suicide. The
scope’s accomplishments
people
Russians, however, have safely oper
are distrustful of large-scale technolo
ated Mir for 11 years.
gies and fear the slightest risk, argues
The fear mentality was fanned
Brian C. Marsden, director of plane
this fall by the Florida Coalition for
tary sciences at the Harvard-Smith
Peace and Justice, an environmental
sonian Center for Astrophysics in
group based in Gainesville, which
Cambridge, Mass.
protested the Cassini mission to
"We accomplished an enormous
Jupiter. The reason: 72 pounds of plu
amount in those early days of space
tonium on board could "threaten bil
exploration because we set our minds
lions" of people in the event of an
to it, and we did it," he says. "And so
accident. Such alarmist views distract
When Voyager 2 sent back
did the Russians. Now we have
the focus of a progressive space initia
Congress threatening NASA about the
tive, argues David C. Webb, an aero
mind-boggling images of
dangers of sending American astro
nautics consultant in Daytona Beach,
nauts to the Mir space station. It’s
and formerly with Embry Riddle
Neptune, the science world
become pathetic."
Aeronautics University.
The early astronauts were per
stood in collective awe. But the
"Going into space for the interest
ceived by society as warriors with the
of the human race has been very much
public’s interest in such findings
right stuff, men with enough guts to
on the back burner," he says. "Space
sit atop a rocket belching 15 tons of
exploration is about our own spiritual
has been short-lived.
explosive fuel each second on its way
evolution, and the day we stop is the
day we will contemplate our navels.
to the moon. Even the Apollo 1 fire,
which killed three astronauts on a training exercise on the
But our generation has pulled back and demanded ultimate
pad in 1967, was viewed as a sort of macho, Zeitgeist
safety, no risks, everything protected by rules and regula
tragedy that actually propelled America closer toward the
tions."
moon. The Challenger accident nearly 20 years later
Webb believes pop culture has created what he calls a
stunned the nation and grounded the manned space pro
"Star Trek mentality" about what we can do in space, a new
gram for 2-1/2 years.
mythology that goes nowhere.
The mighty Saturn V rockets that worked flawlessly 100
"Is space really any different from the fairy tales that we
percent of the time today sit in museums, although engi
grew up on?" he asks. "Yes, it’s enlarged our perception of
neers say they still remain an adequate technology to send
our place in the universal scheme of things, and that’s the
fundamental revolution. But we’ve come to believe that we
people to Mars. The space shuttle, promised as an inexpen
sive, routine airline to orbit, is so grossly expensive and
can do things that are extremely difficult just because the
Enterprise can travel at warp speed. People will believe this,
complex that no commercial enterprise will touch it. To fly
one orbiter, technicians must cannibalize parts from anoth
and it all falls back on a system of public education that still
er, and the world’s knuckles turn white with every launch.
hasn’t adjusted to the fact that we’re in space."
Rather than build on its early success in space, America
The cardinal "fact" in this story was Sputnik, which
continues to end programs it begins, argues Joan Johnsonspurred the United States and created a true sense of nation-
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Diverging Trajectodes
The Cosmic and the Merely Fantastic
al insecurity. The Russians put a satellite atop a giant match"Forty years in space has changed our world view
stick, set it on fire and shot it to heaven. If they could send a
tremendously," he says. "I mean that literally Our view of
satellite into orbit, they could send a nuclear bomb over
the world and oar relationship to it has changed unalter
Washington. Hollywood captured both the fear and para
ably. We live on and off the planet and look down on it, and
noia of the new missile gap in such films as Fail Safe and Dr.
that’s changed our environmental, social and political think
Strangelove.
ing."
The public had fantasized about space long before
But it has also changed the nature of who we are and
Sputnik. Science fiction writers Jules Verne and H.C. Wells
where we might one day go. Exploring space with powerful
wrote of trips to the moon and invading Martians. And the
instruments has allowed us to test the boundaries of the
bombastically
dramatic
Orson
known universe
and of time itself.
Welles, aware of the power of radio
Today we can "see" some 14 billion
in those golden years, frightened a
years back into history flirting with
nation with his all-too-real War of the
the early renmants of the Big Bang,
Worlds.
with our own eyes touching light
A dozen years before Sputnik,
that has streamed through space for
the world froze in awe of the atomic
eternity.
bomb, first in the desert of New
In his last book, Billions and
Mexico, then over two unsuspecting
Billions: Thoughts on Life and Death at
Japanese cities. Perhaps it was the
the Brink of the Millennium, Sagan
bomb that made Sputnik, and spacesaid the 20th century will be remem
age technologies, so alarming, notes
bered for three broad innovations:
Walter A. McDougall in the book The
The unprecedented means to save,
Heavens and the Earth: A Political
prolong and enhance life; unprece
History of the Space Age.
dented means to destroy life, includ
"It has often been suggested that
ing putting global civilization at risk;
the atomic bomb was responsible,
and unprecedented insights into the
creating at once an appetite for vicar
nature of ourselves and the universe.
ious scientific adventure and a need
Each has been brought forth by sci
The Russians put a satellite
to externalize fear," he writes.
ence and technology, which he
"Hollywood mass-produced lowdescribes as a sword with two razoratop a giant matchstick, set it
budget thrillers premised on techno
sharp edges.
logical nightmares: atomic muta
on fire and shot it to heaven.
"At the beginning of the century
tions, giant insects
visitors from
it was thought that the Milky Way
Hollywood captured both the
outer space."
galaxy was the only galaxy," he
writes. "We now recognize that there
But the real-life stories were far
fear and paranoia of the new
more compelling: Mercury, Gemini
are a hundred billion others, all flee
and Apollo; Yuri Gagarin and John
ing one from another as if they are
missile gap in such films as Dr.
Glenn, Neil Armstrong and Sally
the remnants of an enormous explo
Strangelove above.
Ride; Christa McAuliffe; the Voyager
sion. Exotic denizens of the cosmic
probes, Hubble telescope, Galileo;
zoo have been discovered that were
even a probe to frozen Pluto. With a
not even dreamt of at the turn of the
clear-eyed look, they combine to give us what might be
century."
called a cosmic perspective.
This has forced us to look up, and by doing so give up
Former Apollo astronaut Edgar Mitchell believes our
many of our most comforting beliefs. By knowing the uni
brief time in space has expanded human awareness by
verse, we have in many ways become smaller, less potent,
opening our view of the world.
more vulnerable.
"I am one of the growing handful of human beings to
"The tidy anthropocentric proscenium of our ances
have seen the Earth from the point of view of an extrater
tors," Sagan writes, "has been replaced by a cold, immense,
restrial," Mitchell writes in his 1996 book The Way of the
indifferent universe in which humans are relegated to
Explorer. "In the heavens there is no up and down, no east
obscurity."
and west. Earth is but a beautiful blue speck in the midst of
Forty years after breaching the Earth’s atmosphere and
a vast emptiness marked by luminous celestial bodies. We
peering into the abyss, we have opened ourselves to far
inhabit one of those celestial bodies."
more than space itself. We have, possibly for the first time,
That new perspective has created an awareness of
opened our consciousness. *
"spaceship Earth," says Louis Friedman, executive director
of the Planetary Society in California, the world’s largest
Kurt Loft is a reporter who covers science and technology for
space-advocacy group.
The Tampa Tribune.
-
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SPACE IN CUI.TURE & THE ARTS

Remembering the Right Stuff... and Looking Ahead
Tom Wolfe, Norman Mailer and others found literary gold in the space program
sion. Here Mailer who refers to himself
as Aquarius is leaving the launch site.

Driving Fast on the Beach
Tom Wolfe’s The Right Stuff placed
the first astronauts in the tradition of
Chuck Yeager and other daring test pilots.

O

n the way back to Cocoa Beach
there was a monumental traffic
jam, and Aquarius had time to
look at objects by the road. There was
a parked trailer with a twelve-foot
inflated rubber rocket
it looked like
a condom with a painted tip. Down
its length ran a legend.

In this passage, he describes their latenight driving.

-

e driving eventually took on an
extraordinary dimension here at
the Cape. Gus Grissom and
Gordon Cooper, and then Al Shepard
and Wally Schirra, would discover
Jim Rathmann. Rathmann was a big
rugged character who had one of the
largest automobile dealerships in the
area, a General Motors agency about
twenty miles south of Cocoa Beach
near Melbourne. It was typical Air
Force stuff that Gus and some of the
others should become great pals of
his. Rathmanri was no ordinary auto
dealer, however. He t-urned out to be
a racing driver; the best, in fact. In
1960 he won the Indianapolis 500
after having finished second three
times. Rathmann was a great friend of
Ed Cole, the president of Chevrolet.
Cole had helped Rathmann set up his
agency. When he found out that
Rathmann knew the Mercury astro
nauts, he became the astrobuff of all
astrobuffs. America seemed to be full
of businessmen like Cole who exer
cised considerable power and were
strong leaders but who had never
exercised power and leadership in its
primal form: manly courage in the
face of physical danger When they
met someone who had it, they want
ed to establish a relationship with that
righteous stuff. After meeting the
astronauts, Cole, who had just turned
fifty, was determined to learn to fly.
Meantime, Rathmann set up a leasing
arrangement whereby the boys could
lease any type of Chevrolet they
wanted for practically nothing per
year Eventually, Gus and Gordo had
Corvettes like Al Shepard’s; Wally
moved up from an Austin-Healy to a
Maserati; and Scott Carpenter got a
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Shelby Cobra, a true racing vehicle.
Al was continually coming by
Rathmann’s to have his gear ratios
changed. Gus wanted flared fenders
and magnesium wheels. The fever
gripped them all, but Gus and Gordo
especially. They were determined to
show the champ, Rathmann, and each
other that they could handle these
things. Gus would go out rat-racing
at night at the Cape, racing full-bore
for the next curve, dealing with the
oncoming headlights by psychokine
sis, spinning off the shoulders and
then scrambling back up on the high
way for more of it. It made you cover
up your eyes and chuckle at the same
time. The boys were fearless in an
automobile, they were determined to
hang their hides right out over the
edge
and they had no idea what
mediocre drivers they actually were,
at least by the standards of profes
sional racing. Which is to say, they
were like every group of pilot trainees
at every base in America who ever
reached that crazed hour of the night
when it came time to prove that the
right stuff works in all areas of life.

A Carnival at Cocoa
Of a Fire on the Moon is Norman
Mailer’s account of the Apollo II mis-

GOOD
LUCK
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0
L
L
0
11
Montg.
Ala.
The radio was playing in the cat
Fred Something-or-other from the
Titusville Chamber of Commerce was
talking fast. "And when the folks who
were visiting this launch here go
home, I want them to tell everybody
how beautiful it was from Titusville."
"Follcs," said an announcer, "get
in on the Apollo 11 Blast-off Sale."
The radio had lost no time.
America
his country. An empty
country filled with wonders.
Aquarius did not know how he
felt. He was happy all afternoon and
went surfboarding for the first time,
not even displeased that it was harder
than he thought to stand up.
In the evening he left Cocoa
Beach to fly back to Houston where
he would cover the trip to the moon
and back. On the flight, everybody
was drunk, and the hostesses were
flip and hippy and could have been
drinking themselves. The Southern
businessmen were beaming.
In the late edition he brought
with him, Aquarius read that the
Reverend Abernathy together with a
few poor families had watched the
launching from the VIP area, after
-

making a request of Dr. Thomas 0.
Paine, Administrator of NASA, for
special badges. "If it were possible for
us not to push the button tomorrow
and solve the problems with which
you are concerned, we would not
push the button," Dr. Paine said.
Answered the Reverend
Abernathy after the launch, "This is
really holy ground. And it will be
more holy once we feed the hungry,
care for the sick, and provide for
those who do not have houses."

There’s a vacuum we can fill if we act
before anybody else does."
"What do you have in mind?" he
asked, pokerfaced.
"I think we should start a new
daily up there. I don’t have any facts
or figures for you yet, but my gut
instinct says it could work."
His expression didn’t change.
"We’re doing pretty well already.
Let’s concentrate on the Herald." He

dismissed the idea with a wave of the
hand.
That was my introduction to the
reality that most money men and big
corporations aren’t interested in new
ideas. The comfortable status quo
drives most corporations. It drives
me crazy.
Four years later, when I was
negotiating with Paul Miller to join
Gannett, he told me that he was inter-

Birth of a Newspaper
The Space Coast, in its glory years,
was home to one of the few successful
daily newspaper launches since World
War 11. Here in Confessions of an
SOB., Al Neuhearth, later CEO of
Gannett Corp. and founder of USA
Today, describes his idea for Cocoa
Today and its initial rejection.
late 19591 traveled up the
Atlantic Coast to Cape Canaveral to
open a news bureau for the Herald.
It was a trip that would change my
life.
I was there, watching through
binoculars from the balcony of the
Vanguard Motel, when a Redstone
missile blasted off. This unnamed
seven-story rocket was to pave the
way for manned space travel.
It didn’t take an MBA or a genius
to figure out the future was here. The
population of the area had been
23,000 in 1950. It was projected at
70,000 by 1960 and 250,000 by 1965.
The Soviets had been spinning
Sputnik around the globe. We were
just beginning to play catch up with
them. The space race was on and sure
to accelerate. And so was my imagi
nation.
I went back to the Herald and
asked to see Jim Knight, the money
man.
"I’ve just come back from the
Canaveral area," I told him. "People
are pouring in from everywhere.
Mostly well educated. They’re getting
really good-paying jobs on the space
program. There’ll be a quarter million
of them in five or six years. And no
local daily newspaper in the area!

In
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Remembering the Right Stuff... and Looking Ahead

ested in expanding, particularly into
Florida. I gave him a brief account of
my idea of starting a daily newspaper
on the Space Coast.
When he expressed interest, that
helped me decide to leave Knight and
join Gannett. I wanted to work for a
company that was willing to try new
things.

When Will We Live in Space?
Freeman Dyson, an astrophysicist at
The Institute of Advanced Studies in
Princeton, has dreamed of space travel
since boyhood. In the mid ‘50s he worked
on the short-lived Orion project to devel
op a spaceship powered by nuclear bombs.
In the ‘70s, he was still telling a writer he
expected himself to travel in space during
his lifetime. In the 1997 book, Imagined
Worlds, Dyson, now 74, offers a slower
timetable but continued optimism.
nother new technology, the tech
nology of space colonization,
ay make it possible in the long
run to alleviate the conflicts between
discordant human ambitions on a
shrinking planet. If it were possible to
export surplus populations of people
and industries into space habitats
scattered over the solar system, then
the Earth might be preserved as an
unspoiled wilderness or as an ecolog
ical park. The people who choose to
remain on Earth might be required to
live frugally and encroach no further
on the living-space of other species.
Polluting industries might be perma
nently banned and human popula
tions on Earth might be firmly limit
ed. For such utopian visions to
become real, the technologies of space
transport and space habitation must
become radically cheaper and more
accessible than they are today.
Traveling and living in space must
become cheap enough, so that ordi
nary people can emigrate from Earth
as they now emigrate from one coun
try to another. Political and social
obstacles to emigration may still exist,
but the physical and economic obsta
cles can be overcome if the technolo
gy is cheap enough.
I have no doubt that cheap space
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travel will sooner or later be devel
oped. The question that I am not able
to answer is when this will happen.
What is the appropriate time-scale for
the great migration from Earth? There
is no law of physics or chemistry that
decrees that space travel must always
be expensive. So far as the laws of
physics are concerned, if one mea
sures the cost of moving into space by
calculating the cost of the energy
required, the cost of launching a per
son from Earth into space should be
no greater than the cost of a commer
cial flight from New York to Tokyo.
But to bring the cost of space launch
es down to the cost of commercial air
travel requires a huge volume of traf
fic. Space travel will only be cheap
when millions of people can use it.
And millions of people can only use
it when there are abundant space
habitats already built, places to which
the travelers can go. The growth of
space habitats and the decline of costs

must inevitably be a slow process.
Much may be done in a hundred
years, but not enough to have a major
impact on the problems of Earth
bound humanity. The large-scale
expansion of life and humanity into
space will not come in time to solve
the problems of our grandchildren.
In the next hundred years we will
probably have human settlements on
the Moon and on a few nearby aster
oids. Perhaps also on Mars. We will
see genetically engineered plants and
animals adapted to the colonization
of various asteroids and planets. For
example, we may see the Martian
potato established on Mars, a variety
of potato that lives in places where
liquid water lies deep under the
frozen ground, with hardy shoots
climbing up to the surface and
sprouting leaves to take advantage of
mid-day sunshine during the Martian
summer. These developments will be
necessary precursors of large-scale

emigration but will not be sufficient.
My guess is that large-scale emigra
tion will begin only after many ven
tures of small-scale emigration have
been attempted, some succeeding and
others failing. Small-scale emigration
may continue for a few hundred
years before life is thoroughly adapt
ed and growing wild on the multi
tude of worlds that are orbiting
around the sun. Long before a thou
sand years have passed, life will have
spread over the solar system. And by
that time, our human descendants
will be spread out too.*
Reprint credits: CONFESSIONS OF AN SOB
by Allen H. Neuharth. Copyright t 1989 by Al
Neuharth. Used by permission ot Doubleday, a divi
sion ol Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group, Inc.
IMAGINED WORLDS by Freeman Dyson,
Cambridge, Mass. Reprinted by permission of the
publisher Harvard University Press. Copyright © 1997
by the President and Fellows of Harvard College.
Excerpt from "The Cape’ from THE RIGHT
STUFF by Tom Wolfe, Copyright © 1979 by Tom
Wolfe, Reprinted by permission of Farrar, Straus &
Giroux, Inc.
OF A FIRE ON THE MOON Copyright © 1970
by Norman Mailer reprinted with permission of The
Wylie Agency, Inc.
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Mismatched Disciplines?
No, engineers and humanists can learn from each other
BY ROSALIND WILLIAMS
crucial difference between humanists and tech
nologists has less to do with the quality of their
minds than with their organizational affilia
tions. I would also argue, because people in techno
logical professions identify so closely with their
sponsoring organizations, they also define their
responsibilities as intellectuals and citizens in a
markedly different way from most humanists. And,
finally, I would make the case that the spe
cialist definition of responsibility incorpo
rates profoundly humanistic and philo
sophical values. Engineers can learn some
thing about values from humanists, but
engineers also have something to teach
humanists in this regard
The summer 1995 movie, Apollo 13,
which narrated the odyssey of a near-trag
ic mission to the moon, made this point
quite effectively. I deliberately use the words
odyssey and tragic, because the motif of a journey
that requires courage and cunning is among the
most ancient and venerable in the humanistic tradi
tion. In this case, though and I’m referring not just
to the Hollywood story but to the book co-authored
by Astronaut James Lovell and also two interviews
I’ve heard with the participants
this case, the
human drama grew out of loyalty to an organiza
tionally defined mission.
The story of Apollo 13 illustrates a wide range
of humanistic values: intellectual integrity based on
a profound respect for physical reality; loyalty to
the group; patriotism defined not as narrow chau
vinism, but as civic pride; courage; self-sacrifice;
imagination; wonder; and, above all, a sense of
duty, a conviction that duty is an honor and that
honor derived from duty is something to be cher
ished.
Of course, it’s quite possible to look at the neg
ative side of all this: the bureaucratic authoritarian
ism, the contempt for Mother Earth, not to mention

A
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assertions of male dominance associated with the
massive violence of rockets, which, in watching the
movie, made me think, as I have so often thought as
a historian of technology, no woman would have
invented this.
But why did the audience applaud at the end,
and why did I applaud? It’s because despite the
troubling aspects of this, it was a profoundly
human story
human just because the
trouble and the beauty were so intermin
gled.
If the mission of Apollo 13 inspires me
with both admiration and disgust, so does
Homer’s Odyssey. The astronauts and I
will note the origins of that word are most
certainly specialists, but their work reaches
far beyond narrow utility. Out of engineer
ing, a terrible beauty is born. Now, if you
talk to most engineers, male or female, you will
often find that they feel the most human part of
their lives was when they were involved with some
large-visioned project, what William James might
have called the moral equivalent for war. This orga
nizationally based collective enterprise is not so
typical of humanists, but it can be a humanistic
experience, and it is based on a concept of respon
sibility that deserves the respect of the apparently
more free-floating philosophical minds.
We have a wonderful opportunity before us,
because the fault line between humanities and tech
nology, and, I hope, between the philosophical and
the specialist minds, is suddenly disappearing.
Historians, writers, artists are all thrilled to discov
er the humanistic dimensions of digital technolo
gies. Engineers, on the other hand, are becoming
more and more aware of the nontechnical and
humanistic dimensions of engineering practice. If
we can get Apollo 13 back home from outer space,
we surely can succeed in this more earthly educa
tional endeavor. *

-

Rosalind Williams is dean of students, and dean of undergraduate studies at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MIT. These are extracts from remarks at the 30th anniversary symposium of the National Endowment for the
Humanities in 1995, "NEH In The Digital Age."
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WILL YOUR BANK BE GONE
BEFORE YOU ARE?
4,775 BANKS HAVE DISAPPEARED SINCE 1985.
Number of Insured
I5I

Commercial Banks & Trust Companies 1985-1996
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Nearly 5000 banks have disappeared since the 1985 Supreme Court decision to
deregulate banks. This rapid decline in the number of banks is of heightened
concern to many who have spent a lifetime accumulating substantial wealth and
are anxious that their bank may be vulnerable to the disruptive effects of a merger.
Of particular concern is the designation of an Executor and Trustee which, by its
very nature, should be an organization that will span generations. Oftentimes a
merged institution bears little resemblance to the predecessor in terms of focus,
philosophy and service. Our private ownership and our breadth of investment,
fiduciary and tax expertise make Bessemer a unique alternative for families of
substantial wealth.
We provide a level of continuity and service to the future generations of a family
rarely found in today’s banking institutions. If you have $5 million or more to invest
and would like to learn more about Bessemer and its services, please write or call
Frank E. Helsom at 561 655-4030.

Bessemer Trust
ENHANCING PRIVATE FORTUNES FOR GENERATIONS
222 Royal Palm Way, Palm Beach, Florida 33480
The

Bessemer Trust Companies: Offices in New York, Palm Beach, Miami, Naples, Washington, DC,
Los Angeles, Sass Francisco, Chicago, London, Grand Cayman

E-Mail at: wealth@besserner corn
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The Space Program at 40

President
band iceLyndon
Johnson
President John
F. Kennedy listen to
a NASA briefing at
Cape Canaveral,
September 1962.
See story, page 28.
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